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ABSTRACT 

 

TITLE: Characterising and Comparing EEG Signatures of Perseverative cognition For 

Yoga and Non-yoga Practitioners.  

BACKGROUND: Perseverative cognition has been identified to play an important etiological 

role in the precipitation of chronic stress into disease. Tools have been created for its 

subjective identification, only.  It is essential to identify the phenomenon objectively. 

Moreover, it has been shown that the practice of yoga and mindfulness meditation has 

significant impact on reduction of perseverative cognition. But it is difficult to objectively 

identify when a practitioner slips into a state of rumination whilst meditating. 

AIM: To identify EEG signatures for perseverative cognition and compare those of yoga and 

non-yoga practitioners.   

METHODS:  Through convenience sampling, 38 students of BSc. Yoga Therapy and MSc. 

Yoga therapy of Swami Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhana Samsthana university were 

recruited as yoga practitioners and 23 students of BAMS of Sushruta Ayurveda Medical 

College & Hospital (SAMC&H) were recruited as non-yoga practitioners. Both groups 

underwent the same assessments of FMI, PTQ, RRS followed by five and a half minutes each 

of EEG readings: first, for baseline and second, for rumination, followed by RAC.  

RESULTS: Alpha frequency was found to be dominant across all group both at rest and 

during rumination. The Yoga group showed significant correlation for all the main scores 

except trait and state rumination. There were overall more significant correlations between 

the main scores within the female group as compared to the male group. Almost all the 

measures showed a considerable effect size but the overall achieved power of the study is not 

sufficient, possibly due to the low sample size. 

CONCLUSION: Yoga practitioners may have lower perseverative cognition levels compared 

to non-yoga practitioners.  

KEY WORDS: Perseverative cognition, Rumination, Stress, Yoga, EEG, Mindfulness.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A human being tends to go through several thoughts through the day. But no research has 

been able to definitively put forth an average number for the thoughts that a person has in a 

day. There is also no denying that the quality and quantity of these thoughts determines our 

day-to-day functioning not only at a mental but also at a physiological level. It is natural to 

ruminate about the past and worry about the future, however, these are pervasive and 

distressing, dysfunctional cognitive processes.  

1.1. PERSEVERATIVE COGNITION 

In recent years, research has brought to the forefront, the significance of a phenomenon called 

perseverative cognition in the physiological sustenance of a stress response which leads to 

various psychosomatic disorders. “The repeated or chronic activation of the cognitive 

representation of one or more psychological stressors” is termed perseverative cognition 

(Brosschot, Gerin, & Thayer, 2006).  Any event involving potential harm, without or with 

low perceived control, that is a threat to the psychobiological integrity of oneself or to the 

attainment of one’s higher order goals can be termed as a stressor. Perseverative cognition is 

an umbrella term for worry, rumination, all and any cognitive processes, conscious and 

unconscious, involving stressful events (Brosschot, Verkuil, & Thayer, 2010; Verkuil, 

Brosschot, Gebhardt, & Thayer, 2010), even daily problems in one’s life, in the past or in the 

future (Ottaviani, Shapiro, & Couyoumdjian, 2013). The latter is otherwise known as mind 

wandering, but can be addressed as perseverative cognition when dwelling on negative topics 

over a period of time.  

1.1.1. PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF PERSEVERATIVE 

COGNITION IN HUMANS 

The Hypothalamic - Pituitary - Adrenal (HPA) axis mediates the stress response in the human 

body with the hypothalamus being a key structure in control of the autonomic nervous 

system. In healthy people not undergoing stress, the sympathetic and parasympathetic arms of 

the Autonomic Nervous System are balanced and flexible in terms of response. When one 

comes in contact with a stimulus, the brain determines whether is a stressor and accordingly a 

physiological stress response ensues via the autonomic, immune, endocrine, and metabolic 

systems. Hence the brain plays a pivotal role in the association between cognitive and 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/UWVm
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/nfzO+ZDJR
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/nfzO+ZDJR
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/jKaH
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autonomic inflexibility.  

1.1.2. EVOLUTIONARY BASIS OF STRESS PERCEPTION 

Reacting to a stressor when it is present is an adaptive response (Phillips, Ginty, & Hughes, 

2013). The period after the stressor is removed from the physical environment of the person 

is said to be recovery (Panaite, Salomon, Jin, & Rottenberg, 2015). But what is the adaptive 

response to an ambiguous stressor: When a dog comes across a coiled rope in the dark, it 

assumes it to be a snake and runs away from the imminent threat. Once it feels it is out of 

harm’s way, all of its physiological biomarkers due to the stressful event - heart rate, blood 

pressure, breath rate, etc. come back to the normal state. This is considered an adaptive 

response. But now consider the case when a human being comes across a coiled rope in the 

dark. While some may be brave enough to go closer to confirm if it is a ‘snake’, some might 

freeze right there and some may assume it to be a snake flee from the area. In all three cases, 

the stress response occurs. But, where it becomes maladaptive is when the person thinks 

about it later wondering ‘What if it were a snake? What if a loved one had been near it? It 

could’ve hurt me!’  Thus this highlights the person’s cognitive inflexibility as it continues to 

maintain the cognitive representation of the stressor and hence, the stress or so-called fight-

flight-freeze response actively over time even after the physical stressor is removed (Verkuil 

et al., 2010). This inflexibility at a mental level is perseverative cognition and is of 

evolutionary significance because it is a mental response to a stressor and moreover, it forms 

an integral missing link to explain stress-related physiological activity prolonging beyond the 

presence of actual stressors.  

1.1.3. IMPACT OF PERSEVERATIVE COGNITION 

In one of the foremost reviews on perseverative cognition (Verkuil et al., 2010), it was 

conclusively presented that prolonged physiological activation is associated with 

perseverative cognition and somatic health outcomes. In recent times, an exhaustive meta-

analysis on the physiological concomitants of perseverative cognition in healthy participants 

(Ottaviani et al., 2016) propounded that perseverative cognition clearly affects 

cardiovascular, autonomic, and endocrine nervous system pathways consistent with a 

pathogenic route to long-term disease outcomes. Specifically, they found significant impact 

on heart rate, blood pressure, and cortisol activity and heart rate variability during 

perseverative cognition or related to trait perseverative cognition.  Both worry (Brosschot, 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/mTEM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/mTEM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Ewe4
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/nfzO
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/nfzO
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/nfzO
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/jgAu
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/XJnW
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Van Dijk, & Thayer, 2007) and rumination (Ottaviani, Shapiro, & Fitzgerald, 2011)  have a 

common autonomic indication - a reduced HRV, which has been associated with 

physiological problems, such as cardiovascular disease, systemic inflammation, diabetes, 

high cholesterol, obesity, arthritis, and renal dysfunction (Brotman et al., 2010; Holman et al., 

2008; Jarczok, Koenig, & Mauss, 2014; Thayer, Yamamoto, & Brosschot, 2010; Tully, Cosh, 

& Baune, 2013) in initially healthy people. It is also shown to affect sleep patterns (Weise, 

Ong, Tesler, Kim, & Roth, 2013). 

 

1.2. YOGA 

In the yoga tradition, it is said to be free is to be able to think whatever thoughts you wish to. 

Perseverative cognition can be viewed as a rigid pattern that involves habitual engagement of 

circular, looping thoughts, characterized by a failure of effective inhibitory control, with the 

consequence of perpetuating the physiological threat response.   

1.2.1. ROLE OF YOGA IN REGULATING MENTAL & 

PHYSICAL FUNCTIONS IN HUMANS 

Our mental state heavily influences the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and alters 

cortisol levels. Cortisol is a hormone discharged from the adrenal cortex. It is a significant 

biomarker of HPA axis activation and therefore, psychological stress (Yoshihara, Hiramoto, 

Sudo, & Kubo, 2011). Yoga reduces sympathetic activation, enhances cardiovagal function, 

and causes a shift in autonomic nervous system from primarily sympathetic to 

parasympathetic, increased vagal tone, decreased workload on heart, decreased systolic blood 

pressure (Büssing, Michalsen, Khalsa, Telles, & Sherman, 2012). In the field of cognitive 

research, it has shown to significantly impact cognitive processes such as attention, 

concentration, memory (Joice, Manik, & Sudhir, 2018), reaction time (Sonwane & Mishra, 

2016) to name a few. With each year, more and more is being learnt about the far-reaching 

impact of regular yoga practice.  

1.2.2. YOGA & EEG CHANGES  

Various aspects of yogic practices have been shown to be give various cognitive benefits via 

their impact on brain wave activity. Various asanas and pranayamas have been shown to lead 

to increased alpha wave activity & increased theta power (Trakroo, Bhavanani, Pal, Udupa, 

& Krishnamurthy, 2013). Forced alternate nostril breathing has been shown to increase alpha 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/XJnW
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/o5Wq
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/BoUr+r9kN+bZQO+1PVi+2PKW
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/BoUr+r9kN+bZQO+1PVi+2PKW
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/BoUr+r9kN+bZQO+1PVi+2PKW
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/yHxn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/yHxn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/ujuM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/ujuM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Q66X
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Oj7r
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Ia2k
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Ia2k
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/WG9U
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/WG9U
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wave activity (Stančák & Kuna, 1994). Right nostril breathing has been shown to 

significantly lower P300 (brain wave related to decision-making process) peak latency in the 

left brain hemisphere compared to the right. (Telles, Joshi, & Somvanshi, 2012) after practice 

(Vialatte, Bakardjian, Prasad, & Cichocki, 2009) 

1.3. NEED FOR THE STUDY 

In the field of yoga, several studies have been done to understand its impact on different 

cognitive processes, as mentioned above. Various studies have also been done for EEG 

recordings of subjects in a meditative state, or simply being in a state of observing one’s own 

thoughts. However, it has not been possible to objectively identify when a subject slips into a 

state of perseverative cognition during this process. Thus, this is the primary purpose of this 

study, to objectively identify signatures of perseverative cognition.  

  

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/dKus
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/J2dK
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/DFjt
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/DFjt
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/DFjt
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2 REVIEW OF ANCIENT LITERATURE 

2.1 DEFINITION OF MIND 

The mind is called in Sanskrit as manas. The definition of mind according various Sanskrit 

texts is presented below. 

2.1.1 TARKA SAṄGRAHAḤ  

suoa*upliBxsaxnimiNÔy< mn>,  

t½ àTyaTminytTvadnNt< prma[uêp< inTy< c. 2, 9. 

sukhädyupalabdhisädhanamindriyaà manaù | 

tacca pratyätmaniyatatvädanantaà paramäëurüpaà nityaà ca || 2 | 9 || 

Tarka Saṅgrahaḥ, a Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika text by Annambhaööa, considers the manas or mind as 

one of the nava-dravyāṇi or nine substances. The mind is defined as the internal organ which 

is instrumental in obtaining knowledge of pleasure, pain, etc. According to the Vaiśeṣika 

Darśana of Kaṇāda, the mind is infinite, atomic and eternal. It is said to be linked with the human 

soul.  

2.1.2 TATTVABODHAÙ  

s<kLp-ivkLpaTmk< mn> iníyaiTmka buiÏ> Ah<ktaR Ah<kar> icNtnkt&R icÄm!, 

saìkalpa-vikalpätmakaà manaù niçcayätmikä buddhiù ahaìkartä ahaìkäraù cintanakartå 

cittam| 

Manas is characterised by indecisiveness. The component of the mind which is responsible 

for decision making and determination is the buddhi. The ahaìkära gives us the sense of self-

consciousness and the citta is the mind-floor, which accomodates all the other components.  
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2.1.3 HAÖHA YOGA PRADÉPIKÄ 

}ey< sv¡ àtIt< c }an< c mn %Cyte, 

}an< }ey< sm< nò< naNy> pNwa iÖtIyk>. 4, 60. 

jïeyaà sarvaà pratétaà ca jïänaà ca mana ucyate | 

jïänaà jïeyaà samaà nañöaà nänyaù panthä dvitéyakaù|| 4 | 60 || 

mnae†Zyimd< sv¡ yiTvk<icTscracrm!, 

mnsae ýuNmnIÉavadœ ÖEt< nEvaepl_yte. 4, 61. 

manodåçyamidaà sarvaà yatvikaïcitsacaräcaram | 

manaso hyunmanébhäväd dvaitaà naivopalabhyate || 4 | 61 || 

The Haöha Yoga Pradépikä by Svätmäräma defines the mind in these two slokas. The 

knowable, the known and the knowledge together are said to constitute the mind. 

Svätmäräma also says that the entire universe with its sentient and insentient beings is an 

appearance of the mind. Here we see an Idealistic position taken by the author as he speaks of 

the mind being the substratum and reality of matter.  

2.1.4 SÄÌKHYA KÄRIKÄ 

àk«temRha<Sttae=h»arStSmaÌ[í ;aefzk>, 

tSmadip ;aedzkaTpÂ_y> pÂ ÉUtain. 22. 

prakåtermahäàstato'haìkärastasmädgaëaçca ñoòaçakaù | 

tasmädapi ñodaçakätpaïcabhyaù païca bhütäni || 22 || 

The Säìkhya Darçana speaks of the twenty four evolutes of Prakåté (nature). This sloka from 

the Säìkhya Kärikä of Éçvarakåñëa talks about the evolution of the different cosmic principles 

from Prakåté. The first evolute of Prakåté is mahat (cosmic intelligence). From mahat comes 
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ahaïkära (cosmic egoism). From ahaïkära, the eleven indriyäëi (organs) including manas 

(mind) and the five tanmäträù (objects of the five senses) come forth. The eleven indriyäëi 

are thus: manas is the antaùkaraëam (internal instrument). There are five jïänendriyäëi 

(organs of knowledge) – çrotram, tvak, cakñuù, jihvä, näsikä and five karmendriyäëi (organs 

of action) – väk, päëiù, pädaù, päyuù, upasthaù.  The five tanmäträù are çabda, sparsa, rüpa, 

rasa and gandha. From these the païca mahäbhütäni (five great elements) proceed 

respectively – äkäçaù, väyuù, agniù, äpaù and påthvé. These together form the twenty four 

evolutes of Prakåté.   

2.1.5 YOGA VÄSIÑÖHA  

yt! AwRàitÉan< tt! mn #TyiÉxIyte, 

naSTySy mnsae êp< s<kLpat! tt! n iÉ*te. 3, 16. 

yat arthapratibhänaà tat mana ityabhidhéyate | 

nästyasya manaso rüpaà saìkalpät tat na bhidyate || 3 | 16 || 

Aiv*a s<s&it> icÄ< bNxae=}an< mn> tm>, 

#it s<kLpjalSy namaNyetain ra"v. 3, 17. 

avidyä saàsåtiù cittaà bandho'jïänaà manaù tamaù | 

iti saìkalpajälasya nämänyetäni räghava || 3 | 17 || 

The Yoga Väsiñöha is a classcial text on yoga. These verses speak of the universe that is 

perceived as made of mind. This mind, which is the substratum of all, is described as being 

formless. Again we find an example of Idealism in Indian philosophy.  

 

2.2 NATURE OF MIND 

The nature of the mind as discussed in different Yoga and Vedänta texts is presented below. 
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2.2.1 PÄTAÏJALAYOGASÜTRÄËI 

n tTSvaÉas< †ZyTvat!. 4, 19. 

na tatsväbhäsaà dåçyatvät || 4 | 19 || 

This aphorism from the yoga aphorisms of Maharñi Pataïjali says that the mind is not self-

illuminating as it is an object in itself. The mind is an object of our experience, as evident 

from the fact that we are aware of it. The Yoga Darçana states that only the Puruñaù – the 

Self is self illuminating in nature. The mind seems to be sentient, but in reality it only reflects 

the sentience of the Puruñaù.  

 

2.2.2 PÄTAÏJALAYOGASÜTRÄËI VYÄSA BHÄÑYAM  

i]Ý< mUF< ivi]Ýmeka¢< inéÏimit icÄÉUmy>. 

kñiptaà müòhaà vikñiptamekägraà niruddhamiti cittabhümayaù || 

Present as a commentary for the first süträ of samädhi päda.  

The commentary of Vyäsa on the Yoga aphorisms of Maharñi Pataïjali divide the whole 

range of mental activities into 5 planes known as the Citta-bhümayaù. They are Kñipta 

(Raving or scattered), Müòha (Dull or inert), Vikñipta (Oscillating or distracted), Ekägra 

(One - pointed) and Niruddha (Restrained). 

2.2.3 BHAGAVADGÉTÄ 

cÂl< ih mn> k«:[ àmaiw blvÎ̄Fm!, 

tSyah< in¢h< mNye vayaeirv suÊ:krm!. 6, 34. 

caïcalaà hi manaù kåñëä pramäthi balavaddåòham | 

tasyähaà nigrahaà manye väyoriva suduñkaram || 6 | 34 || 

In the Bhagavad-gétä, we find Çré Kåñëa extolling the importance of restraining the mind in 

order to attain peace and happiness. In reply to this, we find Arjuna describing the mind as 
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being as difficult to control as the wind, since it is ever-moving, fickle, unsteady and 

powerful. 

2.2.4 AMÅTABINDÜPANIÑAD  

mn @v mnu:ya[a< kar[< bNxmae]yae>, 

bNxay iv;yas <́ mu´< inivR;y< Sm&tm!. 2. 

mana eva manuñyäaëäà käraëaà bandhamokñayoù | 

bandhäya viñayäsaktaà muktaà nirviñayaà småtam || 2 || 

This popular verse from the Amåtabindu Upaniñad - a minor Upaniñad - says that the mind 

is cause of both bondage and liberation of man. When the mind is attached to sense objects, it 

leads to bondage. The mind which is non-attached to objects leads to liberation. 

2.2.5 BÅHADÄRAËYAKA UPANIÑAD 

ÇI{yaTmne=k…ét #it mnae vac< àa[m! taNyaTmne=k…ét ANyÇmna AÉUvm ! nadzRm! 

ANyÇamna AÉUvm! naïaE;m! #it mnsa ýev pZyit mnsa z&[aeit, kam> s<kLpae 

ivicikTsa ïÏa=ïÏa x&itrx&itÿIRxIRÉIRirTyetTsvR mn @v tSmadip p&ót %pSp&òae mnsa 

ivjanait. 1, 5, 3. 

tréëyätmane'kuruta iti mano väcaà präëam tänyätmane'kuruta anyatramanä abhüvam 

nädarçam anyaträmanä abhüvam näçrauñam iti manasä hyeva paçyati manasä çåëoti | 

kämaù saìkalpo vicikitsä çraddhä'çraddhä dhåtiradhåtirhrérdhérbhérityetatsarva mana eva 

tasmädapi påñöhata upaspåñöo manasä vijänäti || 1 | 5 | 3 || 

This verse from the Båhadäraëyaka Upaniñad sheds light on the role of the mind in the 

process of acquiring knowledge. Sometimes when we are engaged deeply in some work, we 

might be oblivious to the sounds in the background. A common sound which we usually 

ignore is the sound of the fan rotating above our heads. Thus, even though our sense organs 
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may be functioning properly, we may not acquire knowledge if the mind is not united with 

the sense organ. Hence this Upaniñad says that it is through the mind that one sees or hears. 

The verse also mentions ten qualities which belong to the mind – desire, will, doubt, 

conviction, lack of conviction, steadiness, unsteadiness, shame, intelligence and fear. This is 

by no means an exhaustive list. The idea is only to say that all these phenomena are in the 

mental plane. 

2.3 RELATION OF MIND WITH TRIGUËÄÙ 

Guëaù is a Sanskrit word which means quality or mode. There are three guëäù or qualities - 

Rajas (Mode of passion and dynamism), Tamas (Mode of delusion and inertia) and Sattva 

(Mode of knowledge and equilibrium). Everything including the mind is said to be made up 

of these three qualities. According to Äyurveda – the ancient Indian science of life, Rajas and 

Tamas are considered to be diseases of the mind, while Sattva leads to knowledge and 

happiness. This section, therefore, deals with the relation between the mind and the three 

aforementioned qualities.  

2.3.1 TATTVABODHAÙ 

@te;a< pÂtÅvana<  smi:tsaiÅvka<zat! 

mnaebuÏ(h<kar icÄaNt> kr[ain s<ÉUtain. 18. 

eteñäà païcatattvänäà  samañtisättvikäàçät 

manobuddhyahaìkära cittäntaù karaëäani sambhütäni || 18 || 

The Vedänta Darçana classifies the whole universe into the païca mahäbhütäni – five great 

elements. They are äkäçaù (ether), väyuù (air), agniù (fire), äpaù (water) and påthvé (earth). 

These, again, are constituted of the triguëäù – Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. This verse from the 

Tattvabodhaù of Ädi Çankara states the mind – manas, buddhi, ahaìkära and citta - arises out 

of the totality of sattva guëäù of the five great elements. 
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2.3.2 VEDÄNTA-SÄRAÙ  

@te punrakazaidgtsaiÅvka<ze_yae imilte_y %Tp*Nte. 70. 

ete punaräkäçädigatasättvikäàçebhyo militebhya utpadyante || 70 || 

The Vedänta-Säraù of Sadänanda Yogéndra also speaks of the four components of mind – 

manas, buddhi, ahaìkära and citta – being made out of the sattva parts of the five great 

elements. 

2.3.3 SÄÌKHYA KÄRIKÄ  

AXyvsayae buiÎxRmaeR }an< ivrag @eñyRm!, 

saiTvkmetÔ‚p< tamsmSmaiÖpyRStm!. 23. 

adhyavasäyo buddirdharmo jïänaà viräga aiçvaryam | 

sätvikametadrupaà tämasamasmädviparyastam || 23 || 

The concept of guëäù (modes or qualities) has its origin in the Säìkhya Darçana. The whole 

of Prakåté (nature) is comprised of triguëäù (three modes or qualities) – Rajas (Mode of 

passion and dynamism), Tamas (Mode of delusion and inertia) and Sattva (Mode of 

knowledge and equilibrium). In this verse from the Säìkhya Kärikä of Éçvarakåñëa, we find 

that there are four qualities which endow the intellect with Sattva guëaù – virtue, wisdom, 

non-attachment and superhuman power. The intellect is said to be endowed with the mode of  

Tamas when it has the opposite qualities – vice, ignorance, attachment and weakness. 

2.3.4 BHAGAVADGÉTÄ 

àv&iÄ< c inv&iÄ< c kayaRkayeR ÉyaÉye, 

bNx< mae]< c ya veiÄ buiÏ> sa pawR saiÅvkI. 18, 30. 

pravåttià ca nivåttià ca käryäkärye bhayäbhaye | 

bandhaà mokñaà ca yä vetti buddhiù sä pärtha sättviké || 18 | 30|| 
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This verse speaks of the intellect which has the quality of sattva as possesing the following 

traits: ability to determine the paths of action and reninciation, what is to be done and what is 

to be avoided, what is fear and fearlessness and what is bondage and liberation. 

yya xmRmxm¡ c ky¡ cakayRmev c, 

AywavTàjanait buiÏ> sa pawR rajsI. 18, 31. 

yayä dharmamadharmaà ca karyaà cäkäryameva ca | 

ayathävatprajänäti buddhiù sä pärtha räjasé || 18 | 31 || 

The qualities of the intellect endowed with rajoguëaù are: inability to perceive the difference 

between virtue and vice and what is to be done and what is to be avoided. 

Axm¡ xmRimit ya mNyte tmsav&ta, 

svaRwaRiNvprIta<í buiÏ> sa pawR tamsI. 18, 32. 

adharmaà dharmamiti yä manyate tamasäavåtä | 

sarvärthänviparétäàçca buddhiù sä pärtha tämasé || 18 | 32 || 

The qualities of the intellect predominant in tamoguëaù are: imagining vice to be virtue and 

seeing everything upside-down, being wrapped in ignorance. 

2.4 DEFINITION OF STRESS  

The predominance of rajoguëaù and tamoguëaù in the mind results in the different 

imbalances. Stress is one of the most common results of imbalance and is extremely potent in 

causing diseases of the body. Stress is defined in various Sanskrit texts as follows. 

2.4.1 PÄTAÏJALAYOGASÜTRÄËI 

Aiv*aiSmtaragÖe;aiÉinveza> ¬eza>. 2, 3. 

avidyäsmitärägadveñäbhiniveçäù kleçäù || 2 | 3 || 
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Aiv*a]eÇmutre;a< àsuÝtnuiviCDÚaedara[am!. 2, 4. 

avidyäkñetramutareñäà prasuptatanuvicchinnodäräëäm || 2 | 4 || 

AinTyazuicÊ>oanaTmsu inTyzuicsuoaTmOyaitriv*a. 2, 5. 

anityäçuciduùkhänätmasu nityaçucisukhätmakhyätiravidyä || 2 | 5 || 

†GdzRnz®yaerekaTmtevaiSmta. 2, 6. 

dågdarçanaçaktyorekätmateväsmitä ||2 | 6 || 

suoanuzyI rag>. 2, 7. 

sukhänuçayé rägaù ||2 | 7 || 

Ê>oanuzyI Öe;>. 2, 8. 

duùkhänuçayé dveñaù || 2  |8 || 

SvrsvahI ivÊ;ae=ip twaéFae=iÉinvez>. 2, 9. 

svarasavähé viduño'pi tathäruòho'bhiniveçaù || 2 | 9 || 

Maharñi Pataïjali in his aphorisms on yoga speaks of five causes of distress in the path of 

yoga. The word used by Pataïjali is ‘kleçaù’, which has meanings of hindrance, obstracle, 

distress or poison. Kleçaù is, therefore, a negative mental attitude which comes in the way of 

yogic accomplishment. They are – ignorance, egoism, attachment, repulsion and clinging to 

life. These are the five causes of distress.  

Ignorance is considered to be the mother of all distress. It may be dormant, or partly manifest 

or fully developed. Pataïjali defines ignorance as taking the non-eternal to be eternal, the 

impure to be pure, the painful to be pleasurable and the non-self to be the self.  

According the Yoga Darçana, the real nature of man is pure consciousness, which yoga calls 

the Puruñaù. But, out of this ignorance which conceals our real nature from us, we identify 

ourselves with the body and mind. This wrong identification is the second cause of distress – 

egoism. 
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Thinking ourselves to be the body-mind complex, we develop love towards things which 

make us happy and aversion towards things which make us sad. This attachmemnt and 

aversion are also considered to be causes of distress. 

Finally, we all have a very fundamental clinging on to life. Even the newly born child 

exhibits this fear of death. This is because the mind carries forward the experience of death 

from the previous lives. This is the last among the distressors. These are the five causes of 

distress according to Pataïjali. 

2.4.2 BHAGAVADGÉTÄ 

z²aetIhEv y> saeFu< àaKzrIrivmae][at!, 

kam³aexaeÑv< veg< s yu´> s suoI nr>. 5, 23. 

çaknotéhaiva yaù soòhuà präkçaréravimokñaëät | 

kämakrodhodbhavaà vegaà sa yuktaù sa sukhé naraù || 5 | 23 || 

Stress is defined in the Bhagavad-gétä as ‘kämakrodhodbhavaà vegam’ – the speed of mind 

borne out of desire and anger. Çré Kåñëa says in this verse that only he who can overcome the 

urges of anger and desire is a happy man. 

Aw ken àyu´ae=y< pap< crit pUé;>, 

AinCDÚip va:[eRy blaidv inyaeijt>. 3, 36. 

atha kena prayukto'yaà päpaà carati püruñaù | 

anicchannapi värñëeya balädiva niyojitaù || 3 | 36 || 

ïIÉgvanuvac 

kam @; ³aex @; rjaegu[smUÑv>, 

mhaznae mhapaPm ivÏ(enimh vEir[a<. 3, 37. 
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çrébhagavänuväca 

käma eña krodha eña rajoguëasamüdbhavaù | 

mahäçano mahäpäpma viddhyenamiha vairiëäà || 3 | 37 || 

#iNÔyai[ mnae buiÏrSyaixóanmuCyte, 

@tEivRmaehTye; }anmav&Ty deihnm!. 3, 40. 

indriyäëi mano buddhirasyädhiñöhänamucyate | 

etairvimohatyeña jïänamävåtya dehinam || 3| 40 || 

In these three verses from the 3rd chapter of the Bhagavad-gétä, we find Arjuna asking Çré 

Kåñëa about that which forces man to commit sin, even though he might not be willing. The 

answer given by Çré Kåñëa is that desire and anger borne out of the mode of passion are the 

great enemies of man which make him commit crimes. These are said to reside in the sense 

organs, mind and the intellect. 

 

2.5 PERSEVERATIVE THINKING  

Perseverative thinking is a phenomenon wherein a person experiences stress even after the 

initial stressor ceases to exist. This process is brought out beautifully in the Bhagavad-gétä. 

2.5.1 BHAGAVADGÉTÄ  

According to the Bhagavad-gétä, when a man thinks of the objects of senses (viṣayā), 

attachment (saṅga) towards them arises; from this attachment desire (kāmaḥ) is born; from 

desire anger (krodha) arises. 

 

Xyaytae iv;yaNpu<s> s¼Ste;Upjayte, 

s¼aTsÃayte kam> kamaT³aexae=iÉjayte. 2, 62. 
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dhyäyato viñayänpuàsaù saìgasteñüpajäyate | 

saìgätsaïjäyate kämaù kämätkrodho'bhijäyate || 2 | 62 || 

From anger comes delusion (moha); from delusion the loss of memory (smṛti); from loss of 

memory the destruction of discrimination (buddhi); from the destruction of discrimination, he 

perishes. 

³aexaÑvit sMmaeh> sMmaehaTSm&itivæm>, 

Sm&itæ<zadœ buiÏnazae buiÏnazaTà[Zyit. 2, 63. 

krodhädbhavati sammohaù sammohätsmåtivibhramaù | 

småtibhraàçäd buddhinäço buddhinäçätpraëaçyati || 2 | 63 || 

Therefore, from the scriptures we can develop a more comprehensive model as for: a) cause 

of desire and perseverative thinking, b) adverse effects of uncontrolled perseverative thinking 

(Rajesh, Ilavarasu, Srinivasan, & Nagendra, 2014). 

2.6 CONCEPT OF ADHIJA VYADHI  

The psychology of Yoga philosophy states that any imbalance at the mental level percolates 

to the body and reflects as a disease. Thus, acoording to this theory, stress and perseverative 

thinking have repercussions on the body and result in psychosomatic ailments. This 

mechanism is explained in the Yoga Väsiñöha as follows.  

2.6.1 YOGA VÄSIÑÖHA 

Aaxyae VyaxyíEv< jayNte ÉUtpÂke, kw< ïu[u ivnZyiNt ra"vana< k…laeÖh. 10. 

iÖivxae ih VyaixrStIh samaNy> sar @v c, Vyvharí samaNy> sarae jNmin y> Sm&t>. 11. 

àaÝenaiÉmtenEv nZyiNt Vyavhairka>, Aaix]ye caixÉva> ]yNte Vyaxyae=Pylm!. 12. 

ädhayo vyädhayaçcaivaà jäyante bhütapaïcake| 

kathaà çruëu vinaçyanti räghavänäà kulodvaha|| 10 || 

dvividho hi vyädhirastéha sämänyaù sära eva ca| 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/X9oQ
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vyavahäraçca sämänyaù säro janmani yaù småtaù|| 11 || 

präptenäbhimatenaiva naçyanti vyävahärikäù| 

ädhikñaye cädhibhaväù kñayante vyädhayo'pyalam|| 12 || 

A psychosomatic ailment is one which has its origin in the mind and affects the body. Yoga 

Väsiñöha is a classical Yoga text which talks about psychosomatic ailments and their types. It 

introduces two concepts – Ädhi and Vyädhi. Ädhi is a disturbance in the mental or subtle 

level of human existence. When this reflects on the body in the form a disease, it is called 

Vyädhi. The term used in Yoga Väsiñöha to describe a psychosomatic ailment is Ädhija 

Vyädhi – disease borne out of a mental disturbance. These are classified into two – Sämänya 

and Sära. Sämänya Ädhija Vyädhi refers to those disorders and diseases which are the result 

of an unhealthy lifestyle. These can be cured by bringing about a change in the lifestyle and 

adopting healthy practices. Sära Ädhija Vyädhi refers to those ailments which one is born 

with. According to the theory of Reincarnation followed by all Indic religions, death is only 

the destruction of the body. There are layers of human personality which continue to exist 

post death. These contain impressions of the mental tendencies and find a body which is 

suitable for the expression of the same. This is why some people are born with birth 

deformities. Some are born blind, deaf, handicapped other, etc. This is what is called Sära 

Ädhija Vyädhi and it can only be cured by Self-knowledge. This is the concept of 

psychosomatic ailments or Ädhija Vyädhi mentioned in Yoga Väsiñöha. 
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3. REVIEW OF MODERN LITERATURE 

3.1. PERSEVERATIVE COGNITION 

The field of stress science has come a long way since the time stress was defined as the 

nonspecific response of the body to any demand, whether it is caused by, or results in, 

pleasant or unpleasant conditions (Selye, 1951). By 2003, after numerous studies to 

understand the etiological role of stress in cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension and 

coronary heart disease, the reactivity hypothesis gained acceptance as the theoretical 

explanation to understand the link between stress and disease. Frequent high physiological 

response was said to possibly lead to tissue damage, loss of homeostasis, and over time, 

disease (Gerin et al., 2000).  

 

This study, however, proposed that it could be due to both positive and negative affect. 

Therefore, the hypothesis that negative emotions induced a prolonged response compared to 

positive emotions (Brosschot & Thayer, 2003) was tested. The study used cardiovascular 

activation to measure the response. The results reinforced that prolonged activation, not 

reactivity, could be a possible mechanism that causes negative emotions such as stress to 

precipitate into a somatic disease. And the cause for this prolonged activation could be 

perseverative cognition.  

 

Following this, the stress theory was expanded stating that prolonged activation is not simply 

caused to perceiving stress and responding to it (Brosschot, Pieper, & Thayer, 2005). It is 

essential that the cognitive representation of the stressor is actively prolonged to result in a 

prolonged physiological activation. Here, they postulated that perseverative cognition, in the 

form of worry, rumination and anticipatory stress may be the psychological mediator for 

prolonged activation.  

 

Prolonged activation can be described as being of three types (a) slow recovery after acute 

prolonged stressor-related activation, (b) recurring prolonged activity after initial recovery, 

and (c) prolonged activity in anticipation of a stressor (Pieper & Brosschot, 2005).  

 

Thus after reviewing evidences for worry, rumination, anticipatory stress and their 

association with enhanced cardiovascular, endocrinological, immunological and 

neurovisceral activity,  it was hypothesised that perseverative cognition was the core 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/kePX
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/mUUA
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/JKED
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/GiiN
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Q2HC
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cognitive phenomenon which played a significant role in the manifestation of psychosomatic 

diseases (Brosschot et al., 2006).  

 

In tandem with this hypothesis, it was shown that in addition to impact of stressful events, 

worrying on a daily basis, especially in the form of work-related and anticipatory stress, may 

have substantial impact on cardiac activity, such as slow cardiovascular recovery which can 

lead to adverse cardiovascular outcomes (Pieper, Brosschot, van der Leeden, & Thayer, 

2007). 

 

In 2009, the impact of two types of trait perseverative cognition on cardiac recovery after a 

stressful event was studied (Verkuil, Brosschot, de Beurs, & Thayer, 2009). They also 

investigated if the two types of state PC: explicit (negative intrusive thoughts) or implicit 

(automatic vigilance) caused slower cardiac recovery. The results provided evidence that trait 

& state PC, both, caused delayed cardiac recovery. Brooding, a trait rumination aspect, 

undermines the HRV suppressing effect of high trait worry. Heart Rate was also found to 

increase during rumination episodes compared to non-ruminative periods (Ottaviani et al., 

2011). 

 

Moreover, PC has also been established as a mediator linking day-level stress to objective & 

subjective sleep parameters (Van Laethem, Beckers, van Hooff, Dijksterhuis, & Geurts, 

2016). Trait worrying has also been shown to be associated with subjective sleep difficulties.  

Worrying before sleep impairs the sleep process according to both subjective and objective 

sleep parameters, including heightened sympathetic and reduced parasympathetic activation 

(Weise et al., 2013) 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/UWVm
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/OwbM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/OwbM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/NHFh
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/o5Wq
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/o5Wq
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/UbNn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/UbNn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/yHxn
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AUTHOR/ 

YEAR 

SAMPLE / 

GROUPS 

INTERVENTION ASSESSMENT RESULTS / 

CONCLUSION 

(Brosschot & 

Thayer, 

2003) 

12 males, 21 

females, 

M=29.18 

Over an 8 hour period,  subjects reported 

their emotional arousal, emotional valence 

and physical activity and recorded their 

heart rate - 1 initial reading after each 60th 

min  

HR, Emotional arousal, 

Emotional valence, 

Physical activity 

PA, triggered by PT could be 

etiologically linked to stress 

to precipitate into a somatic 

disease. 

(Pieper et al., 

2007) 

49 males, 24 

females teachers, 

M=46.7, SD=9.5 

Computerized diaries recorded number & 

characteristics of worry episodes & 

stressful events on hourly basis from 8 AM 

to 10 PM daily for 4 days 

Number & characteristics 

of worry episodes & 

stressful events, HR, HRV 

Compared with neutral 

periods, worry episodes and 

stressful events had 

independent effects on HR 

and HRV. 

(Verkuil et 

al., 2009) 

12 males, 47 

females M=22.4, 

SD=3.66 

HR and HRV continuously measured in a 

non-invasive manner along with 

administration of PSWQ, RRS, 

manipulated IQ task, lexical decision task, 

Sarason Cognitive Interference Scale 

HR, HRV, state PC, trait 

PC, cognitive stress task, 

implicit PC, explicit PC, 

state anxiety, state sadness, 

CS, CC & AB consumed 

since waking on the day of 

participation, height, 

weight, use of medication, 

presence of chronic disease 

Trait & state PC, both, caused 

delayed cardiac recovery. 

Brooding, a trait rumination 

aspect, undermines the HRV 

suppressing effect of high 

trait worry.  

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/JKED
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/JKED
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/JKED
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/OwbM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/OwbM
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/NHFh
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/NHFh
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(Ottaviani et 

al., 2011) 

27 males 

(M=31.8 

SD=10.1),  

33 females 

(M=34.7, 

SD=8.6) 

HR, SBP, DBP were monitored during 

baseline, reading, an anger recall interview, 

and recovery. Half of the sample was 

assigned to a distraction condition. The lab 

session was followed by a 24-hour 

ambulatory (A) HR and BP recording and 

self-reports of moods and rumination. 

HR, SBP, DBP, AHR, 

affect ratings, state and 

trait rumination, presence 

& duration of rumination, 

stressors, or both during 

the preceding entry period, 

information on factors that 

may affect BP, including 

posture, physical activity, 

and food, caffeine, 

nicotine, and alcohol 

consumption since the last 

diary report. 

Rumination was associated 

with higher SBP, DBP, and 

HR and increased negative 

mood compared to 

distraction. Rumination 

during the day was a strong 

predictor of AHR, ABP, and 

mood. BP reactivity in the 

laboratory and increases in 

ABP during rumination were 

related. The effects of 

negative cognition on health 

go far beyond the recovery 

periods usually measured in 

the laboratory, thus playing a 

pathogenic role. 

(Van 

Laethem et 

al., 2016) 

35 females, 9 

males (M=35, 

SD=10.1) 

Subjects were followed from 1 month 

before their public thesis defence (i.e. 

stressful life event), until 1 month 

thereafter. They completed short evening 

& morning questionnaires on 8 occasions 

Day-level stress, sleep 

quality, PC, objective sleep 

parameters 

Day-level stress was 

significantly associated with 

day-level PC. Daily 

variations in PC were 

significantly related to 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/o5Wq
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/o5Wq
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/UbNn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/UbNn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/UbNn
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(in anticipation of & following the 

defence). 

several day-level objective & 

day-level subjective sleep 

parameters. On the day level, 

PC functions as a mediator 

between stress and sleep 

parameters - subjective sleep 

quality, objective sleep 

efficiency, and subjective 

wake after sleep onset. 

(Weise et al., 

2013) 

39 high worriers, 

16 low worriers 

In a 24-h ambulatory monitoring, subjects 

maintained a log of worry and sleep 

characteristics while actigraphy, HR, SC, 

and ambient temperature were recorded. 

Actigraphy, HR, SC, sleep 

quality, state worry, trait 

worry, sleep onset and 

offset  

While trait worry is mainly 

associated with subjective 

sleep difficulties, worrying in 

bed impairs sleep according 

to both subjective and 

objective sleep parameters, 

including heightened 

sympathetic and reduced 

parasympathetic activation. 

 

ABBREVIATIONS: M - Mean age in years; SD - Standard deviation of age in years; PA - Prolonged activation; HR - Heart Rate; HRV - 

Heart rate variability; PSWQ - Penn State Worry Questionnaire; CC - number of cups of coffee; AB - number of alcoholic beverages; CS - 

number of cigarettes smoked; SBP - Systolic Blood Pressure; DBP - Diastolic Blood Pressure, SC - Skin Conductance 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/yHxn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/yHxn
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3.2. EFFECT OF YOGA ON REDUCTION OF 

PERSEVERATIVE COGNITION 

Yoga has been shown to have significant effects on reducing tendencies towards 

perseverative cognition. Practice of Yoga-nidra may decrease perceived stress, worry, and 

depression and increase mindfulness (Eastman-Mueller, Wilson, Jung, Kimura, & Tarrant, 

2013; Hylander, Johansson, Daukantaitė, & Ruggeri, 2017). Mindfulness meditation also 

reduces distress via decreased rumination (Jain et al., 2007). Lower levels of somatic stress, 

worry, and negative emotion can be observed after a suryanamaskar intervention for college 

students (Godse, Shejwal, & Godse, 2015). Mindfulness meditation has been shown to 

decrease help in lifetime affective disorders by progressively decreasing rumination with 

increased practice (Wolkin, 2015).  

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/g1wz+hjBI
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/g1wz+hjBI
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/g1wz+hjBI
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/g1wz+hjBI
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/arSZ
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/upER
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/ufVB
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AUTHOR / 

YEAR 

SAMPLE / 

GROUPS 

INTERVENTION ASSESSMENT RESULTS / 

CONCLUSION 

(Eastman-Mueller 

et al., 2013) 

66 subjects (aged 

18-56 years) 

8-week yoga-nidra intervention 

was offered for 8 semesters. 

Assessment occurred 1 week 

prior to intervention onset and 

during the class period following 

the intervention. Qualitative data 

were collected at Weeks 4 and 8. 

Perceived stress, worry, 

depression, mindfulness 

based skills 

Post intervention, statistically 

significant improvements in 

perceived stress, worry, and 

depression were found. 

Improvements in mindfulness-

based skills were also detected.  

Yoga-nidra practice may reduce 

symptoms of perceived stress, 

worry, and depression and 

increase mindfulness-based 

skills. 

(Hylander et al., 

2017) 

Group 1  

( 22 females, 2 

males, M=28, 

SD=11),  

Group 2  

(23 females, 2 

males, M=31, 

SD=11) 

Group 1 participated in a 5 week 

yin yoga intervention twice/week. 

Group 2 was assigned to a 

waiting-list condition. All 

measures were administered 

through self-report questionnaires 

(PSS, PSWQ, FFMQ) 

Perceived stress,  

worry, mindfulness   

Yoga significantly decrease 

stress & worry, and increases 

mindfulness. 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/g1wz
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/g1wz
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/hjBI
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/hjBI
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/hjBI
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/hjBI
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(Jain et al., 2007) 15 males, 66 

females (M=25)  

3 groups: MM 

(N=27); 

SR (N=24); 

Waitlist Control 

(N=30) 

MM intervention - body scan, 

hatha yoga, walking meditation, 

loving-kindness meditation. SR 

intervention - body awareness 

based relaxation. Both 

interventions given for respective 

group for 1.5 hr session/week for 

4 weeks. Both groups also 

participated in a 6 hr retreat 

between session 3 and 4. Self-

report questionnaires given 10 

days pre-intervention and within 

2 weeks after completion of 

intervention 

Psychological symptoms 

of distress, positive 

psychological states, 

amount and types of 

stress reduction activities 

engaged in during the 

week, amount of time 

experimental subjects 

spent practicing 

respective technique, 

ruminative thoughts and 

behaviors, spirituality, 

socially desirable 

responding 

Both meditation and relaxation 

groups experienced significant 

decreases in distress as well as 

increases in positive mood states 

over time, compared with the 

control group. Effect sizes for 

distress were large for both 

meditation and relaxation. 

Meditation group showed a 

larger effect size for positive 

states of mind than relaxation. 

The meditation group also 

demonstrated significant pre post 

decreases in both distractive and 

ruminative thoughts/behaviors 

compared with the control 

group. mediation models 

suggesting that mindfulness 

meditation's effects on reducing 

distress were partially mediated 

by reducing rumination. 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/arSZ
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(Godse et al., 

2015) 

80 subjects (ages 

17-22 years) 

randomly 

allocated equally 

to experimental 

& control groups 

Experimental group received 20 

mins of Surya namaskar each day 

for 14 days. Control group was 

monitored to ensure that they 

didn’t engage themselves in any 

other relaxation activities.  

Somatic stress, worry, 

negative emotion, 

relaxation dispositions 

Suryanamaskar is effective in 

leading to Relaxation 

Dispositions like physical 

relaxation, mental quiet, at 

ease/peace, rested and refreshed, 

strength and awareness and joy 

and reduces sleepiness, somatic 

stress, worry and negative 

emotion at a dispositional level. 

ABBREVIATIONS: M - Mean age in years; SD - Standard deviation of age in years; PSS - Perceived Stress Scale; PSWQ - Penn State Worry 

Questionnaire; FFMQ- Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire, N - Number of subjects in group; MM - Mindfulness Meditation; SR - Somatic 

Relaxation 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/upER
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/upER
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3.3. USE OF EEG FOR IDENTIFYING STRESS 

It is known that gamma-band (approximately 30-100 Hz) is suitable for emotion recognition 

(Li & Lu, 2009). But for the purpose of this study, the focus was to identifying perseverative 

cognition and its facets of worrying and rumination. It is known that frontal asymmetry is a 

good measure for emotion and motivation. Higher engagement of the left frontal brain 

compared to the right frontal brain is associated with positive feelings and higher engagement  

(Coan & Allen, 2003).  

 

The EEG correlates of mental stress are unique superimposed patterns of various cognitive 

domains. (Singh & Sharma, 2015). Theta/beta ratio has been known to link effects of stress 

on state attentional control and can be a useful biomarker for anxiety–cognition interactions 

(Putman, Verkuil, Arias-Garcia, Pantazi, & van Schie, 2014). Furthermore, prefrontal 

Relative Gamma has been shown to be more discriminatory with regards to stress levels than 

alpha asymmetry, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma power in prefrontal cortex (Minguillon, 

Lopez-Gordo, & Pelayo, 2016).  

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/q11p
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/66tX
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Qsdn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/LjhW
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/LpNE
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/LpNE
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AUTHOR / 

YEAR 

SAMPLE / 

GROUPS 

INTERVENTION ASSES

SMENT 

RESULTS / 

CONCLUSION 

(Li & Lu, 

2009) 

8 males, 2 

females; 

M=25; all 

normal sight 

and right 

handed 

The stimuli consisted of 2 kinds of emotional 

facial expression pictures—smile and cry. Subjects 

were asked to focus their attention only on the 

facial expressions. Additionally, they were also 

required to keep their head and body steady during 

the presentation of the pictures while EEG data 

was recorded from 62 channels. 

EEG Gamma-band (approximately 30-100 Hz) 

is suitable for emotion recognition 

(Coan & 

Allen, 2003) 

32 subjects 

aged 17-24 

years; all 

strongly right-

handed 

Resting EEG was recorded from face and scalp 

while participants sat quietly in a sound-attenuated 

room for an 8-min resting period, consisting of a 

counterbalanced sequence of minute-long eyes- 

open and eyes-closed segments 

EEG, 

BAS, 

BIS 

Higher engagement of the left frontal 

brain compared to the right frontal brain is 

associated with positive feelings and 

higher engagement.  

(Singh & 

Sharma, 2015) 

34 subjects Psychological stress was induced by asking the 

participants to play a pre-decided stressful 

computer game while recording HR & GSR. EEG 

was recorded from 19 scalp locations.  

GSR, 

HR, 

EEG 

The EEG correlates of mental stress are 

unique superimposed patterns of various 

cognitive domains. 

(Putman et al., 

2014) 

80 subjects 

randomly 

allocated 

 EEG was measured at the beginning. Visual 

analog scales for state anxiety and state attentional 

control were done before and after procedure for 

EEG, 

State 

anxiety, 

Theta/beta ratio has can be a useful 

electrophysiological biomarker for 

anxiety–cognition interactions  

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/q11p
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/q11p
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/66tX
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/66tX
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Qsdn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Qsdn
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/LjhW
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/LjhW
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equally to a 

stress and 

control group. 

both groups. Participants completed t-STAI, ACS 

a day after procedure. Stress group underwent a 

scripted bogus mental arithmetic test with a stern 

examiner and a recording camera while control 

group underwent a computerized mental arithmetic 

task without feedback or cameras. EEG was 

recorded for 8 min continuously in alternating 1-

min blocks of eyes open/eyes closed recording.  

Trait 

anxiety, 

Trait 

attention

al 

inhibitio

n  

(Minguillon et 

al., 2016) 

6 healthy 

subjects 

Montreal Imaging Stress Task followed by stay 

within a relaxation room 

EEG, 

ECG  

Prefrontal Relative Gamma (RG) power 

correlated with expected stress level and 

heart rate. The difference in prefrontal RG 

between time periods of different stress 

level was statistically significant. RG was 

more discriminative between stress levels 

than alpha asymmetry, theta, alpha, beta, 

and gamma power in prefrontal cortex. 

ABBREVIATIONS: M - Mean age in years; SD - Standard deviation of age in years; BIS - Behavioral Inhibition System; BAS - Behavioral 

Activation System; GSR - Galvanic Skin Response; HR - Heart Rate; STAI-t -trait version of State–Trait Anxiety Inventory; ACS - Attentional 

Control Scale; ECG - Electrocardiogram

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/LpNE
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/LpNE
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4. AIMS & OBJECTIVES 

4.1. AIMS  

 To characterise & compare the EEG signatures for perseverative cognition between 

yoga and non-yoga practitioners. 

4.2. OBJECTIVES  

- To assess the EEG signatures and subjectively reported perseverative cognition levels.  

- To compare EEG signatures for Perseverative cognition between yoga and non-yoga 

practitioners. 

4.3. HYPOTHESIS 

The EEG spectral signatures are different for yoga and non-yoga practitioners. 

4.4. NULL HYPOTHESIS 

There is no difference in EEG spectral signatures for yoga and non-yoga practitioners. 
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5. METHODS 

5.1. SOURCE OF SUBJECTS 

38 subjects (18 women, 20 men, M=25.02 yrs, SD=5.65) were sourced from students of MSc. 

Yoga Therapy and BSc. Yoga Therapy courses of SVYASA University as yoga practitioners. 

These included participants who had daily exposure to some form of yoga or mindfulness 

practice for the at least the past one year. 23 subjects (12 women, 11 men, M=23.96 yrs, 

SD=5.05) were sourced from students of BAMS course of Sushruta Ayurveda Medical 

College as non-yoga practitioners. These subjects reported that they had no exposure to yoga 

or any mindfulness practices on a daily basis for the past one year. The subjects were 

provided no compensation for participating in the study. 

5.1.1.  INCLUSION CRITERIA 

Any healthy individual, either male and female, between the age 18-45 years, willing to 

participate in the study, fluent in reading and writing English language, having basic 

knowledge of computers could be included as a subject in the study. It was also ensured that 

the readings for female subjects were taken at least 2 days before/after menses. 

5.1.2. EXCLUSION CRITERIA 

Any individual with a known pathology of a clinically diagnosed psychiatric illness, clinical 

history of epilepsy, parkinsonism, Alzheimer’s, sleep disorders and diagnosed organic 

pathology of the brain was excluded from the study.  

5.2. ETHICAL CONSIDERATION  

All participants were informed about the experiment beforehand and informed consent was 

obtained digitally. The investigators did not use participants’ information except for the aim 

of this research. At any given point during the research process, the participant had complete 

freedom to withdraw from the experiment without any liability. 

5.3. DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

This study has a cross sectional design. There are two groups, yoga and non-yoga 

practitioners. In certain instances, non-yoga practitioners are also referred to as control group. 
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5.4. ASSESSMENT TOOLS  

5.4.1. ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM BY OPENBCI 

openBCI, a low-cost portable Brain-Computer Interface, was used to collect data for this 

study. We used the system incorporated with the 3D printed and assembled Ultracortex ‘Mark 

IV’ EEG headset, a Cyton board and a Daisy module, which together provide data through 16 

channels. The Cyton Board communicates with the computer via the openBCI Dongle through 

bluetooth. The electrodes used are dry electrodes. The electrode placement follows the 

international 10/20 system. Measurements were taken through all 16 channels. Data was 

recorded and stored on the computer through the openBCI GUI software.  

 

Figure 1. Ultracortex Mark IV headset by openBCI 

 

5.4.2. FREIBURG MINDFULNESS INVENTORY 

The FMI (Walach, Buchheld, Buttenmüller, Kleinknecht, & Schmidt, 2006) is a self-reported 

14-item, Likert-type scale designed to measure mindfulness in contexts where the subjects are 

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/aq7i
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not familiar with the concept of mindfulness. The questionnaire aims to characterise the 

subject’s mindfulness. Items are rated on a four-point scale: 1 - Rarely, 2 - Occasionally, 3 - 

Fairly Often, 4 - Almost Always.   

5.4.3. PERSEVERATIVE THINKING QUESTIONNAIRE 

The PTQ (Ehring et al., 2011) is a self-reported, 15-item, Likert-type scale designed to 

measure the broad idea of repetitive negative thought. The items on the scale assess what are 

considered to be the core aspects of repetitive negative thought: 1) their repetitive and 

intrusive nature, 2) the perceived unproductive nature of these thoughts, and 3) the way in 

which this type of thinking captures mental capacity. In this study, the scale was used to 

measure trait rumination. Items are rated on a five-point scale: 0 - Never, 1 - Rarely, 2 - 

Sometimes, 3 - Often, 4 - Almost Always. 

5.4.4. RUMINATIVE RESPONSE SCALE  

Rumination is a type of perseverative cognition that focuses on negative subjects, mainly past 

and present, and lead to emotional distress. (Sansone & Sansone, 2012). The RRS (Treynor, 

Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003) is a self-reported, 22-item, Likert-type scale describing 

responses to depressed mood that are focused on symptoms and the possible causes and 

consequences of distressed mood. In this study, the scale was used to measure state 

rumination. Items are rated on a four-point scale: 1 - Almost never, 2 - Sometimes, 3 - Often, 

4 - Almost always.  

5.4.5. RUMINATION ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

The RAC was developed with the aim to assess the extent to each subject was able to 

ruminate during the rumination reading. It is a self-reported, 5-item, Likert-type scale 

measuring state rumination. The first item is rated on a seven-point scale - 1 being ‘Positive’ 

to 4 being ‘Neutral’ to 7 being ‘Negative’. The remaining four items are rated on a seven-

point scale - 1 being ‘Not at all’, to 7 being ‘Very much’.   

5.5. INTERVENTION 

The experimental protocol and algorithm for analysis of the EEG data was created in 

collaboration with students from MS Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bengaluru.  

https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/Hym7
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/uYk9
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/EC1I
https://paperpile.com/c/SN0IZE/EC1I
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Each subject was given a specific set of instructions to follow in the 24 hour period before the 

reading.  

1. Ensure that hair is washed properly on the day of the reading.  

2. Ensure sufficient sleep the night before the reading.  

3. Avoid applying oil to hair or creams to forehead region.  

4. Avoid coffee/tea/alcohol consumption.  

5. Avoid excess physical activity.  

The flowchart on the next page explains the experimental protocol. All data was collected 

digitally.  
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Figure 2. Flowchart depicting design of the study 
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5.6. DATA EXTRACTION & ANALYSIS 

5.6.1. QUESTIONNAIRES 

All the questionnaires were administered through Inquisit 4. Results were then exported to 

Microsoft Excel 2013 and consolidated into a master sheet including total scores and subscale 

scores for each questionnaire with reverse scoring. Further analysis was done on R studio. It 

included checking reliability of all 4 questionnaires. Analysis was done group wise and 

gender wise - demographics, descriptive statistics, outliers, correlation between the scores in 

each group & independent sample t-tests for each score between two groups.  

5.6.2. EEG DATA 

Using the openBCI GUI, two files were generated for each subject - one for the baseline 

reading and one for the rumination reading.  

5.6.2.1. EEGrunt 

Each output data file was individually then run through EEGrunt, a group of open-source 

Python utilities for EEG analysis + display for openBCI. It loads data from OpenBCI, filters, 

and generates plots and spectrograms.  

 

For the analysis of this study, we used Spyder 3.3 (Scientific Python Development 

EnviRonment) to:  

- Edit the code for some optional settings variables: 

- Number of channels - 16 

- Sampling rate - 125 Hz 

- Band pass filter - 3-42 Hz 

- Filter out 50Hz mains interference (notch filter) and run a 1 Hz high pass filter to 

remove DC components of the signal.  

- Create a power spectrum plot (average power at each frequency) for each channel in 

each file and store it for future usage.  
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6. RESULTS 

6.1. QUESTIONNAIRES 

6.1.1. GROUP WISE DEMOGRAPHICS 

 
YOGA 

PRACTITIONERS 

NON-YOGA 

PRACTITIONERS 

N  

(%) 

38  

(63.3) 

23  

(37.7) 

MALES  

(%) 

20  

(52.63) 

11  

(47.83) 

FEMALES  

(%) 

18  

(47.37) 

12  

(52.17) 

MEAN AGE (SD) 25.03 (5.65) 23.96 (5.05) 

AVERAGE HOURS OF  

YOGA PRACTICE PER WEEK 
7 0.22 

% OF SUBJECTS WITH  

STRESSFUL EVENT IN LIFE 
34.21 65.22 

AVERAGE LEVEL OF STRESS  

ON A SCALE OF 1-7 
2.82 3.52 

TABLE 1: GROUP WISE DEMOGRAPHICS 

6.1.2. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MAIN SCORES 

YOGA PRACTITIONERS (n=38) 

 mean sd median min max 

fmi_total 41.55 5.09 43.0 29 50 

rep_score 5.87 2.32 5.0 2 12 

int_score 6.13 2.20 6.0 3 12 

diseng_score 5.00 2.49 4.5 2 11 

CF_score 17.00 6.49 15.5 7 35 

UP_score 4.76 2.48 5.0 1 11 

MC_score 5.16 2.32 5.0 1 10 

ptq_total 26.92 10.38 23.5 9 55 

r_score 11.47 3.06 11.0 5 18 

b_score 10.55 3.06 10.5 6 18 

rrs_total 46.13 11.09 44.0 25 78 

raq_total 17.76 4.61 17.0 8 28 
TABLE 2: ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score 

for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - 

score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative 

Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative 

Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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NON-YOGA PRACTITIONERS (n=23) 

 mean sd median min max 

fmi_total 39.30 8.17 42 21 50 

rep_score 6.35 2.85 7 2 12 

int_score 6.43 2.25 6 3 12 

diseng_score 5.35 3.11 5 1 12 

CF_score 18.13 7.44 16 7 34 

UP_score 5.00 2.78 5 0 10 

MC_score 5.22 3.06 5 0 12 

ptq_total 28.35 11.88 27 8 56 

r_score 9.96 2.95 9 6 16 

b_score 10.78 3.34 10 5 18 

rrs_total 46.22 12.76 45 25 75 

raq_total 19.91 5.90 18 11 35 

TABLE 3: ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score 

for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - 

score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative 

Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative 

Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment Checklist 
 

MALE GENDER (n=31) 

 mean sd median min max 

fmi_total 42.55 5.30 43 27 50 

rep_score 5.39 2.08 5 2 11 

int_score 5.84 1.88 6 3 10 

diseng_score 4.81 2.52 4 1 12 

CF_score 16.03 5.95 14 7 33 

UP_score 4.81 2.57 5 0 10 

MC_score 4.84 2.53 5 1 10 

ptq_total 25.68 9.83 23 9 50 

r_score 10.65 2.81 11 5 16 

b_score 10.06 2.93 9 6 16 

rrs_total 44.87 10.00 43 25 62 

raq_total 17.45 4.54 17 8 27 
TABLE 4: ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score 

for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - 

score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative 

Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative 

Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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FEMALE GENDER (n=30) 

 mean sd median min max 

fmi_total 38.80 7.05 41.5 21 48 

rep_score 6.73 2.78 6.5 2 12 

int_score 6.67 2.45 7.0 3 12 

diseng_score 5.47 2.92 5.0 1 12 

CF_score 18.87 7.45 18.0 7 35 

UP_score 4.90 2.62 5.0 1 11 

MC_score 5.53 2.66 5.5 0 12 

ptq_total 29.30 11.78 27.0 8 56 

r_score 11.17 3.37 11.0 6 18 

b_score 11.23 3.30 11.0 5 18 

rrs_total 47.50 13.16 46.0 25 78 

raq_total 19.73 5.63 18.0 12 35 

TABLE 5: ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score 

for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - 

score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative 

Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative 

Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment Checklist 

6.1.3. RELIABILITY OF QUESTIONNAIRES 

QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER OF ITEMS RELIABILITY 

Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory 14 0.79 

Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire 15 0.93 

Ruminative Response Scale 22 0.92 

Rumination Assessment Checklist 5 0.77 

TABLE 6: RELIABILITY OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
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6.1.4. CORRELATION OF MAIN SCORES GROUP WISE 

 

YOGA PRACTITIONERS (n=38) 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. fmi_total            

2. rep_score -.40*           

3. int_score -.33* .82**          

4. diseng_score -.46** .83** .72**         

5. CF_score -.43** .95** .90** .92**        

6. UP_score -.42** .71** .49** .70** .69**       

7. MC_score -.43** .78** .66** .78** .80** .69**      

8. ptq_total -.47** .94** .83** .92** .97** .82** .89**     

9. r_score -0.06 .47** .43** .34* .44** 0.17 .39* .41*    

10. b_score -.34* .60** .33* .42** .49** .51** .44** .52** .48**   

11. rrs_total -0.19 .63** .48** .52** .59** .43** .52** .59** .82** .82**  

12. raq_total -.33* .57** .33* .53** .52** .44** .45** .53** -0.01 .38* 0.27 

 

TABLE 7: p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total 

score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - 

score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of 

repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in 

Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in 

Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for 

Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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Figure 3. Graphical representation of correlation of main scores in Yoga Practitioners with 

significance levels 

 

[p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of 

Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty 

to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative 

thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response 

Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment 

Checklist] 
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NON-YOGA PRACTITIONERS (n=23) 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. fmi_total            

2. rep_score -0.41           

3. int_score -0.18 .63**          

4. diseng_score -0.27 .81** .70**         

5. CF_score -0.33 .91** .84** .94**        

6. UP_score -.66** .52* 0.23 .63** .53**       

7. MC_score -.42* .82** .59** .77** .82** .56**      

8. ptq_total -.47* .91** .73** .94** .96** .71** .90**     

9. r_score -0.23 .60** .62** .64** .68** 0.27 .65** .66**    

10. b_score -.42* .49* .53** .64** .62** .58** .62** .68** .45*   

11. rrs_total -.50* .67** .64** .69** .74** .51* .71** .77** .79** .81**  

12. raq_total -0.39 .71** 0.32 .66** .65** .62** .57** .69** .64** .43* .61** 

 

TABLE 8: p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total 

score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - 

score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of 

repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in 

Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in 

Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for 

Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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Figure 4. Graphical representation of correlation of main scores in Non-Yoga Practitioners 

with significance levels 

 

[p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of 

Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty 

to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative 

thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response 

Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment 

Checklist] 
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MALE GENDER (n=31) 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. fmi_total            

2. rep_score -0.28           

3. int_score 0 .68**          

4. diseng_score -0.29 .89** .68**         

5. CF_score -0.22 .94** .84** .95**        

6. UP_score -.44* .66** 0.3 .66** .61**       

7. MC_score -0.34 .74** .50** .71** .72** .61**      

8. ptq_total -0.33 .94** .72** .93** .95** .79** .85**     

9. r_score -0.13 .38* 0.29 0.3 0.35 0.22 .37* .36*    

10. b_score -0.04 .42* 0.03 0.31 0.29 .43* 0.33 .37* .38*   

11. rrs_total -0.18 .46** 0.16 0.35 .36* .45* .41* .44* .80** .78**  

12. raq_total -.47** .61** 0.28 .62** .57** .68** .49** .65** 0.04 .42* .36* 

 

TABLE 9: p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total 

score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - 

score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of 

repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in 

Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in 

Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for 

Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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Figure 5. Graphical representation of correlation of main scores in Male Gender with 

significance levels 

 

[p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of 

Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty 

to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative 

thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response 

Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment 

Checklist] 
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FEMALE GENDER (n=30) 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. fmi_total            

2. rep_score -.41*           

3. int_score -0.34 .75**          

4. diseng_score -.38* .78** .72**         

5. CF_score -.41* .93** .89** .92**        

6. UP_score -.65** .63** .47** .68** .66**       

7. MC_score -.45* .85** .71** .82** .88** .65**      

8. ptq_total -.51** .92** .83** .92** .98** .78** .92**     

9. r_score -0.03 .54** .58** .52** .59** 0.17 .56** .54**    

10. b_score -.55** .61** .64** .66** .70** .65** .67** .74** .48**   

11. rrs_total -.41* .75** .76** .75** .82** .49** .76** .80** .76** .84**  

12. raq_total -0.26 .62** 0.32 .55** .55** .41* .49** .55** 0.29 0.34 .43* 

 

TABLE 10: p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total 

score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - 

score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of 

repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in 

Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in 

Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for 

Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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Figure 6. Graphical representation of correlation of main scores in Female Gender with 

significance levels 

 

[p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of 

Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty 

to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative 

thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; 

r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response 

Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment 

Checklist]  
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6.1.5. INDEPENDENT SAMPLE T-TESTS 

 GROUP WISE GENDER WISE 

 t df p t df p 

fmi_total 1.19 32.51 0.24 2.35 59 0.02* 

rep_score -0.68 39.31 0.50 -2.14 53.67 0.04* 

int_score -0.52 59 0.61 -1.48 59 0.14 

diseng_score -0.48 59 0.63 -0.95 59 0.35 

CF_score -0.62 59 0.54 -1.65 59 0.11 

UP_score -0.35 59 0.73 -0.14 59 0.89 

MC_score -0.09 59 0.93 -1.04 59 0.30 

ptq_total -0.49 59 0.62 -1.31 59 0.20 

r_score 1.90 59 0.06 -0.66 59 0.51 

b_score -0.27 59 0.78 -1.46 59 0.15 

rrs_total -0.03 59 0.98 -0.88 59 0.38 

raq_total -1.59 59 0.12 -1.74 59 0.09 

 

TABLE 11: p-value<0.05 - *; p-value<0.01 - **; p-value<0.001 - ***; ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total 

score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - 

score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of 

repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in 

Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in 

Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative Response Scale; raq_total - total score for 

Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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6.1.6. ACHIEVED EFFECT SIZE AND POWER 

 GROUP WISE GENDER WISE 

 EFFECT SIZE 

ACHIEVED POWER 

(1-β) 

EFFECT 

SIZE 

ACHIEVED POWER  

(1-β) 

fmi_total 0.33 0.23 0.60 0.64 

rep_score 0.18 0.11 0.55 0.55 

int_score 0.13 0.08 0.38 0.31 

diseng_score 0.12 0.07 0.24 0.15 

CF_score 0.16 0.09 0.42 0.37 

UP_score 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.05 

MC_score 0.02 0.05 0.27 0.18 

ptq_total 0.13 0.08 0.33 0.25 

r_score 0.50 0.46 0.17 0.25 

b_score 0.07 0.06 0.37 0.30 

rrs_total 0.01 0.05 0.23 0.14 

raq_total 0.41 0.33 0.45 0.40 

 

TABLE 12: ABBREVIATIONS: fmi_total - total score of Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory; rep_score - score 

for repetitiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; int_score - score for intrusiveness in Perseverative 

Thinking Questionnaire; diseng_score - score for difficulty to disengage in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; CF_score - score for core features of repetitive negative thought in Perseverative Thinking 

Questionnaire; UP_score - score for unproductiveness in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; MC_score - 

score for mental capacity in Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire; r_score - reflection score in Ruminative 

Response Scale; b_score - brooding score in Ruminative Response Scale; rrs_total - total score of Ruminative 

Response Scale; raq_total - total score for Rumination Assessment Checklist 
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6.2. EEG DATA 

As a preliminary analysis, the power spectrums were generated using EEGrunt for each 

channel each reading for both yoga and non-yoga practitioners. A sample of generated 

spectrograms are shown below.  
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All the generated power spectrums were analysed group-wise for dominant frequencies 

across each channel at baseline and during rumination. The results were as follows: 

 

EEG 

CHANN

ELS 

YOGA PRACTITIONERS NON-YOGA PRACTITIONERS 

BASELI

NE 

BASELI

NE % 

RUMINA

TION 

RUMINAT

ION % 

% 

CHAN

GE 

BASELI

NE 

BASELI

NE% 

RUMINA

TION 

RUMINAT

ION % 

% 

CHAN

GE 

1 ALPHA 42.11 ALPHA 34.21 18.75 ALPHA 47.83 ALPHA 52.17 -9.09 

2 ALPHA 47.37 ALPHA 39.47 16.67 ALPHA 69.57 ALPHA 56.52 18.75 

3 ALPHA 31.58 ALPHA 34.21 -8.33 ALPHA 47.83 ALPHA 39.13 18.18 

4 ALPHA 50.00 ALPHA 28.95 42.11 ALPHA 60.87 ALPHA 47.83 21.43 

5 ALPHA 36.84 ALPHA 31.58 14.29 ALPHA 30.43 ALPHA 30.43 0.00 

6 ALPHA 50.00 ALPHA 44.74 10.53 ALPHA 47.83 ALPHA 43.48 9.09 

7 ALPHA 36.84 ALPHA 36.84 0.00 ALPHA 56.52 ALPHA 47.83 15.38 

8 ALPHA 50.00 ALPHA 39.47 21.05 ALPHA 56.52 ALPHA 47.83 15.38 

9 ALPHA 44.74 ALPHA 44.74 0.00 ALPHA 60.87 ALPHA 47.83 21.43 

10 ALPHA 36.84 ALPHA 36.84 0.00 ALPHA 47.83 ALPHA 39.13 18.18 

11 ALPHA 44.74 ALPHA 42.11 5.88 ALPHA 43.48 ALPHA 47.83 -10.00 

12 ALPHA 42.11 ALPHA 44.74 -6.25 ALPHA 34.78 ALPHA 26.09 25.00 

13 ALPHA 47.37 ALPHA 44.74 5.56 ALPHA 47.83 ALPHA 39.13 18.18 

14 ALPHA 60.53 ALPHA 52.63 13.04 ALPHA 52.17 ALPHA 47.83 8.33 

15 ALPHA 42.11 ALPHA 39.47 6.25 ALPHA 43.48 ALPHA 30.43 30.00 

16 ALPHA 44.74 ALPHA 42.11 5.88 ALPHA 56.52 ALPHA 60.87 -7.69 

TABLE 13: Baseline % - % presence of particular frequency across all subjects at baseline. Rumination % - 

% presence of particular frequency across all subjects during rumination. % Change (from baseline to 

rumination). 
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7. DISCUSSION 

7.1. INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of this study was to characterise the EEG signatures for perseverative 

cognition. The secondary objective was to compare the EEG signatures for perseverative 

cognition for yoga and non-yoga practitioners.  

7.2. MEASURES OF PERSEVERATIVE COGNITION 

All the questionnaires used in the study were found to be reliable.  

 

From Table 7, it can be inferred that there was significant correlation between all the main 

scores within yoga practitioners except trait and state rumination.  

 

From Table 8, it can be inferred that there was significant correlation between all the main 

scores within non- yoga practitioners except trait mindfulness with core features of repetitive 

negative thought(RNT) (repetitiveness, intrusiveness, difficulties with disengagement), 

reflection(an aspect of trait rumination) and state rumination.  

 

As shown in Table 9 & 10, it can be inferred that there were overall more significant 

correlations between the main scores within the female group as compared to the male group. 

Moreover, in both genders, there was no correlation of intrusiveness and reflection with both, 

trait mindfulness and state rumination. Reflection was also not correlated to 

unproductiveness.  

 

Through the independent sample t-tests between the main score (shown in table 11), only trait 

mindfulness [t(59) = 2.35, p<0.05] and repetitiveness [t(53.67) = -2.14, p<0.05] showed a 

significant change across the male and female groups.  

 

Almost all the measures showed a considerable effect size but the overall achieved power of 

the study is not sufficient, possibly due to the low sample size. 

7.3. EEG & PERSEVERATIVE COGNITION 

From the EEG data analysis in table 13, it was observed that alpha was the dominant 

frequency across both yoga and non-yoga practitioners and across the baseline and 
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rumination readings. Moreover, in comparison yoga practitioners, non-yoga practitioners 

showed higher levels of rumination. Also, yoga practitioners showed lower changes in brain 

wave activity compared to the non- yoga practitioners.  
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8. APPRAISAL 

8.1. STRENGTHS OF THE STUDY  

This is the first study of its kind that has been done to objectively characterise perseverative 

cognition through EEG and moreover, compare these EEG signatures for yoga and non-yoga 

practitioners.  

8.2. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY  

● The recruited subjects have come from versatile professions such as job, 

service, and business for long term courses. For consistent results, all students 

should belong to student’s category.  

● The procedure for EEG recording could be made more standardised to reduce 

artefacts.  

● The procedure for rumination could be refined further to induce uniform 

rumination across all subjects. 

● Better EEG data could be obtained with more number of channels.  

● The analysis done for EEG data - power spectrum analysis - in this study is 

very preliminary and gross in nature and may not be sufficient to understand 

such a subtle cognitive process as perseverative cognition.  

8.3. FUTURE SCOPE FOR RESEARCH  

● Further analysis of the EEG data could be done different methods such as non-

linear domains, correlation dimension, fractal dimension, largest Lyapunov 

entropy, approximate entropy, Hurst exponent, phase space plot and 

recurrence plots.  

● An attempt could be made to assess large differences in EEG signals by 

recruiting only those subjects that score <15 or >45 on the perseverative 

thinking questionnaire.  

● Nostril predominance is also known to increase the EEG spectral power in the 

contralateral hemisphere. Hence, EEG readings could be taken after subjects 

could do forceful breathing in the non-patent nostril so that both nostrils 

become patent.  
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● Higuchi fractal dynamics analysis algorithm might be helpful as an to 

ascertain the EEG signal complexity. Greater cognitive load is expected to 

have a greater Higuchi fractal number. 
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10. APPENDICES  

10.1. APPENDIX A - INFORMED CONSENT 
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10.2. APPENDIX B - DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE  
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10.3. APPENDIX C - FREIBURG MINDFULNESS INVENTORY  
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10.4. APPENDIX D - PERSEVERATIVE THINKING 

QUESTIONNAIRE  

Instruction: In this questionnaire, you will be asked to describe how you typically think about 

negative experiences or problems. Please read the following statements and rate the extent to 

which they apply to you when you think about negative experiences or problems. 

 never rarely sometimes often almost 

always 

1. The same thoughts keep going 

through my mind again and again. 

0 1 2 3 4 

2. Thoughts intrude into my mind. 0 1 2 3 4 

3. I can’t stop dwelling on them. 0 1 2 3 4 

4. I think about many problems without 

solving any of them. 

0 1 2 3 4 

5. I can’t do anything else while 

thinking about my problems. 

0 1 2 3 4 

6. My thoughts repeat themselves. 0 1 2 3 4 

7. Thoughts come to my mind without 

me wanting them to. 

0 1 2 3 4 
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8. I get stuck on certain issues and can’t 

move on. 

0 1 2 3 4 

9. I keep asking myself questions 

without finding an answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

10. My thoughts prevent me from 

focusing on other things. 

0 1 2 3 4 

11. I keep thinking about the same issue 

all the time. 

0 1 2 3 4 

12. Thoughts just pop into my mind. 0 1 2 3 4 

13. I feel driven to continue dwelling on 

the same issue. 

0 1 2 3 4 

14. My thoughts are not much help to 

me. 

0 1 2 3 4 

15. My thoughts take up all my attention. 0 1 2 3 4 
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10.5. APPENDIX E - RUMINATIVE RESPONSE SCALE 

Rumination Scale 

People think and do many different things when they feel depressed. Please read each of the 

items below and indicate whether you almost never, sometimes, often, or almost always think 

or do each one when you feel down, sad, or depressed. Please indicate what you generally do, 

not what you think you should do. 

1 almost never 2 sometimes 3 often 4 almost always 

 

1. think about how alone you feel 

2. think “I won’t be able to do my job if I don’t snap out of this” 

3. think about your feelings of fatigue and achiness 

4. think about how hard it is to concentrate 

5. think “What am I doing to deserve this?” 

6. think about how passive and unmotivated you feel. 

7. analyze recent events to try to understand why you are depressed 

8. think about how you don’t seem to feel anything anymore 

9. think “Why can’t I get going?” 

10. think “Why do I always react this way?” 

11. go away by yourself and think about why you feel this way 

12. write down what you are thinking about and analyze it 

13. think about a recent situation, wishing it had gone better 

14. think “I won’t be able to concentrate if I keep feeling this way.” 

15. think “Why do I have problems other people don’t have?” 

16. think “Why can’t I handle things better?” 

17. think about how sad you feel. 

18. think about all your shortcomings, failings, faults, mistakes 

19. think about how you don’t feel up to doing anything 

20. analyze your personality to try to understand why you are depressed 

21.go someplace alone to think about your feelings 

22. think about how angry you are with yourself  
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10.6. APPENDIX F - RUMINATIVE ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

RUMINATIVE ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Directions: Please consider your thoughts and feelings about this session and use the scale to 

answer the following questions.  
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10.7. APPENDIX G - RAW DATA   
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1 1 21 1 2 2 1 6 2 2 38 4 3 3 13 3 6 22 12 7 38 8 

1 2 22 1 2 2 1 2 1 5 49 5 3 3 13 5 2 20 15 10 56 13 

1 3 24 1 2 3 1 5 1 5 50 5 3 3 14 5 3 22 9 11 43 14 

1 4 22 2 2 2 1 4 1 5 31 12 11 11 35 11 9 55 18 18 78 17 

1 5 22 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 41 6 7 7 21 5 6 32 8 9 39 21 

1 6 25 1 2 2 1 5 1 4 31 8 9 9 26 8 8 42 10 8 43 26 

1 7 24 2 2 2 1 7 2 3 45 5 3 3 12 3 6 21 11 13 51 18 

1 8 22 2 2 2 1 4 2 1 43 3 3 3 12 3 2 17 10 7 32 12 

1 9 23 2 2 2 1 5 2 1 41 4 3 3 10 5 4 19 6 7 27 12 

1 10 42 1 2 3 1 4 1 3 40 6 6 6 18 6 6 30 11 10 50 20 

1 11 22 1 2 2 1 15 1 4 43 4 4 4 11 6 6 23 7 12 43 22 

1 12 23 1 2 2 1 6 2 2 45 4 3 3 11 4 5 20 11 10 42 14 

1 13 20 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 47 4 3 3 14 1 2 17 5 6 25 16 

1 14 30 2 2 3 1 8 2 2 40 5 3 3 12 3 3 18 10 6 32 21 

1 15 23 2 2 3 1 7 1 3 44 8 5 5 21 4 5 30 15 12 49 23 

1 16 22 2 2 3 1 6 2 3 47 6 2 2 15 2 5 22 17 11 56 16 

1 17 22 1 2 3 1 12 1 3 44 5 7 7 18 9 6 33 9 8 38 17 

1 18 28 1 1 3 1 12 2 1 45 4 4 4 13 2 2 17 7 7 27 11 

1 19 34 1 2 3 1 7 1 3 41 7 7 7 19 7 4 30 12 14 51 23 

1 20 23 1 2 2 1 6 2 1 45 5 5 5 16 5 5 26 9 8 38 20 
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1 21 28 1 2 3 1 7 2 2 39 5 4 4 13 4 5 22 12 16 56 15 

1 22 22 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 43 6 6 6 17 3 4 24 11 9 41 15 

1 23 22 2 2 3 1 15 2 2 43 3 3 3 9 5 4 18 12 8 38 13 

1 24 22 1 2 3 1 15 2 1 42 2 2 2 7 1 1 9 12 8 43 11 

1 25 24 1 2 3 1 7 2 4 43 4 3 3 12 3 4 19 14 12 57 14 

1 26 24 2 2 2 1 7 1 5 34 9 5 5 23 7 8 38 10 13 44 17 

1 27 25 2 2 3 1 6 2 4 29 10 9 9 28 9 9 46 13 17 57 26 

1 28 27 1 2 3 1 7 2 4 43 4 2 2 10 4 5 19 11 9 43 19 

1 29 24 1 2 2 1 12 2 2 47 8 6 6 24 5 6 35 16 12 62 16 

1 30 41 2 2 3 1 6 2 4 39 5 5 5 18 3 6 27 12 11 48 18 

1 31 22 1 2 2 1 10 2 2 41 8 9 9 26 4 10 40 16 6 46 17 

1 32 25 2 2 3 1 6 1 3 43 11 8 8 27 8 8 43 10 12 50 28 

1 33 22 2 2 3 1 3 2 3 30 6 5 5 17 5 4 26 10 12 44 21 

1 34 22 2 2 3 1 7 1 5 42 8 10 10 25 5 8 38 14 14 66 24 

1 35 24 1 2 3 1 12 2 2 43 8 6 6 21 10 8 39 13 14 54 20 

1 36 42 2 2 3 1 14 2 3 48 5 3 3 14 2 3 19 11 10 44 21 

1 37 21 2 2 2 1 7 2 2 37 3 2 2 8 1 1 10 10 11 42 20 

1 38 20 2 2 2 1 12 1 5 43 8 8 8 23 5 7 35 17 13 60 16 

2 1 39 2 1 3 1 0 1 7 21 12 12 12 34 10 12 56 16 15 75 35 

2 2 40 1 2 3 1 0 2 3 44 4 4 4 15 5 6 26 13 10 49 17 

2 3 23 2 2 2 1 1 1 5 46 7 5 5 18 2 6 26 13 10 45 24 

2 4 24 2 2 2 1 0 1 3 27 10 7 7 25 6 10 41 12 14 58 18 

2 5 22 2 2 2 1 0 1 4 47 9 10 10 26 6 6 38 13 10 47 31 

2 6 23 2 2 3 2 0 2 2 47 2 1 1 7 1 0 8 7 5 25 12 
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2 7 23 2 2 2 2 0 2 4 31 3 6 6 16 9 4 29 7 18 51 17 

2 8 22 2 2 2 2 0 2 4 32 8 2 2 14 7 3 24 6 10 43 26 

2 9 21 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 30 5 3 3 12 5 4 21 8 9 34 17 

2 10 25 1 2 2 1 0 1 3 47 4 2 2 12 0 1 13 7 7 29 11 

2 11 24 1 2 2 2 0 1 5 40 2 1 1 9 3 2 14 7 7 31 16 

2 12 21 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 42 8 5 5 22 5 7 34 12 11 49 22 

2 13 21 2 2 2 1 0 2 4 42 5 5 5 16 4 5 25 8 7 33 14 

2 14 22 1 2 2 1 0 2 1 50 8 9 9 25 7 9 41 9 15 51 18 

2 15 23 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 43 7 6 6 18 4 5 27 6 11 40 15 

2 16 23 1 2 2 2 0 1 5 37 11 12 12 33 9 8 50 14 14 59 27 

2 17 24 1 2 2 1 0 1 5 42 3 2 2 8 3 4 15 12 12 59 18 

2 18 24 1 2 2 2 0 1 6 35 7 6 6 19 6 6 31 12 16 59 26 

2 19 21 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 50 4 4 4 14 3 2 19 8 9 34 18 

2 20 21 1 2 2 2 0 2 1 48 4 4 4 13 3 1 17 9 8 41 18 

2 21 22 1 2 2 2 0 1 5 27 6 5 5 15 10 4 29 9 8 44 21 

2 22 22 2 2 2 1 0 1 3 36 9 7 7 28 2 6 36 13 13 68 17 

2 23 21 1 2 2 2 2 1 4 40 8 5 5 18 5 9 32 8 9 39 20 

 

VARIABLE MEANING 

yp Earlier experience of yoga 

ypt Average hours of practicing yoga in a week  

se presence of stressful event in life currently  

lse level of stress at the moment 

fmi Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory 

fmi_total Total score of FMI 

ptq Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire 

rep_score Score for Repetitiveness in PTQ 

int_score Score for Intrusiveness in PTQ 

diseng_score Score for Difficulty to Disengage in PTQ 

CF_score Score for Core Features of Repetitive Negative Thought in PTQ 

UP_score Score for Unproductiveness in PTQ 

MC_score Score for Mental Capacity in PTQ 
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rrs Ruminative Responses Scale 

r_score Reflection score in RRS 

b_score Brooding score in RRS 

rrs_total Total score of RRS 

raq Ruminative Assessment Questionnaire 

raq_total Total score for RAQ 
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10.8. APPENDIX H - CODES FOR R STUDIO 

options(max.print=10000000) 

 

#SUBSET FOR MAIN_SCORES OF mskt (master sheet) 

main_scores<-subset(mskt[,c(25,41:47,70:72,78)]) 

 

#DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY GROUP 

describeBy(main_scores,mskt$group) 

MS1<-describeBy(main_scores,mskt$gender) 

 

#CRONBACH ALPHA  

alpha(mskt[,11:24]) #FOR FMI 

alpha(mskt[,26:40]) #FOR PTQ 

alpha(mskt[,48:69]) #FOR RRS 

alpha(mskt[,73:77]) #FOR RAC 

 

#OUTLIER ANALYSIS FOR MAIN SCORES 

grubbs.test(mskt$fmi_total,type = 11) 

grubbs.test(mskt$ptq_total, type = 11) 

grubbs.test(mskt$rrs_total,type = 11) 

grubbs.test(mskt$raq_total,type = 11) 

 

#CREATING SUBSETS 

y<-subset(mskt,mskt$group=="1") #YOGA PRACTITIONERS 

c<-subset(mskt,mskt$group=="2") #NON-YOGA PRACTITIONERS 

m<-subset(mskt,mskt$gender=="1") #MALE SUBJECTS 

f<-subset(mskt,mskt$gender=="2") #FEMALE SUBJECTS 

 

#MEAN AGE FOR EACH GROUP 

mean(y$age) 
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mean(c$age) 

mean(m$age) 

mean(f$age) 

 

#MEAN SD FOR EACH GROUP 

sd(y$age) 

sd(c$age) 

sd(m$age) 

sd(f$age) 

 

#NORMALITY TEST FOR MAIN SCORES IN EACH GROUP 

shapiro.test(y$fmi_total) 

shapiro.test(y$ptq_total) 

shapiro.test(y$rrs_total) 

shapiro.test(y$raq_total) 

shapiro.test(y$rep_score) 

shapiro.test(y$int_score) 

shapiro.test(y$diseng_score) 

shapiro.test(y$CF_score) 

shapiro.test(y$UP_score) 

shapiro.test(y$MC_score) 

shapiro.test(y$r_score) 

shapiro.test(y$b_score) 

 

shapiro.test(c$fmi_total) 

shapiro.test(c$ptq_total) 

shapiro.test(c$rrs_total) 

shapiro.test(c$raq_total) 

shapiro.test(c$rep_score) 

shapiro.test(c$int_score) 
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shapiro.test(c$diseng_score) 

shapiro.test(c$CF_score) 

shapiro.test(c$UP_score) 

shapiro.test(c$MC_score) 

shapiro.test(c$r_score) 

shapiro.test(c$b_score) 

 

shapiro.test(m$fmi_total) 

shapiro.test(m$ptq_total) 

shapiro.test(m$rrs_total) 

shapiro.test(m$raq_total) 

shapiro.test(m$rep_score) 

shapiro.test(m$int_score) 

shapiro.test(m$diseng_score) 

shapiro.test(m$CF_score) 

shapiro.test(m$UP_score) 

shapiro.test(m$MC_score) 

shapiro.test(m$r_score) 

shapiro.test(m$b_score) 

 

shapiro.test(f$fmi_total) 

shapiro.test(f$ptq_total) 

shapiro.test(f$rrs_total) 

shapiro.test(f$raq_total) 

shapiro.test(f$rep_score) 

shapiro.test(f$int_score) 

shapiro.test(f$diseng_score) 

shapiro.test(f$CF_score) 

shapiro.test(f$UP_score) 

shapiro.test(f$MC_score) 
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shapiro.test(f$r_score) 

shapiro.test(f$b_score) 

 

#LEVENE'S TEST FOR MAIN SCORES ACROSS EACH GROUP 

leveneTest(mskt$fmi_total,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$fmi_total,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$ptq_total,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$ptq_total,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$rrs_total,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$rrs_total,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$raq_total,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$raq_total,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$rep_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$rep_score,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$int_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$int_score,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$diseng_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$diseng_score,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$CF_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$CF_score,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$UP_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$UP_score,mskt$gender) 
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leveneTest(mskt$MC_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$MC_score,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$r_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$r_score,mskt$gender) 

 

leveneTest(mskt$b_score,mskt$group) 

leveneTest(mskt$b_score,mskt$gender) 

 

#CREATING SUBSETS FOR DEMOGRAPHICS FROM MSKT  

demographics<-subset(mskt[,c(1:10)]) 

 

yoga_demographics<-subset(demographics,demographics$group=="1") 

yoga_demographics<-subset(yoga_demographics[,c(3:10)]) 

 

control_demographics<-subset(demographics,demographics$group=="2") 

control_demographics<-subset(control_demographics[,c(3:10)]) 

 

male_demographics<-subset(demographics,demographics$gender=="1") 

male_demographics<-subset(male_demographics[,c(1,3,5:10)]) 

 

female_demographics<-subset(demographics,demographics$gender=="2") 

female_demographics<-subset(female_demographics[,c(1,3,5:10)]) 

 

#CORRELATION MATRIX FOR DEMOGRPHICS FOR EACH GROUP 

apa.cor.table(yoga_demographics) 

apa.cor.table(control_demographics) 

apa.cor.table(male_demographics) 

apa.cor.table(female_demographics) 
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#CORRELATION ANALYSIS BETWEEN MAIN VARIABLES  

 

#CREATING A SUBSET OF MAIN SCORES IN EACH GROUP  

ymain<-subset(y[,c(25,41:47,70:72,78)]) 

cmain<-subset(c[,c(25,41:47,70:72,78)]) 

mmain<-subset(m[,c(25,41:47,70:72,78)]) 

fmain<-subset(f[,c(25,41:47,70:72,78)]) 

 

#CREATING CORRELATION PLOTS FOR MAIN SCORES IN EACH GROUP  

corrplot(cor(ymain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

corrplot(cor(cmain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

corrplot(cor(mmain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

corrplot(cor(fmain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

#CORRELATION MATRIX FOR MAIN SCORES IN EACH GROUP  

apa.cor.table(ymain) 

apa.cor.table(cmain) 

apa.cor.table(mmain) 

apa.cor.table(fmain) 

 

#CORRELATION MATRIX WITH SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR MAIN SCORES IN 

EACH GROUP 

ymat<-cor(ymain) 
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y_ana<-rcorr(as.matrix(ymat)) 

y_ana 

 

cmat<-cor(cmain) 

c_ana<-rcorr(as.matrix(cmat)) 

c_ana 

 

mmat<-cor(mmain) 

m_ana<-rcorr(as.matrix(mmat)) 

m_ana 

 

fmat<-cor(fmain) 

f_ana<-rcorr(as.matrix(fmat)) 

f_ana 

 

mat<-cor(main) 

ana<-rcorr(as.matrix(mat)) 

 

 

corrplot(mat, type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

apa.cor.table(main) 

 

corrplot(cor(ymain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

corrplot(cor(cmain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 
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corrplot(cor(mmain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

corrplot(cor(fmain),type = "upper", order = "hclust",  

         tl.col = "black", tl.srt = 45) 

 

 

cor_ymain<-apa.cor.table(ymain) 

cor_cmain<-apa.cor.table(cmain) 

cor_mmain<-apa.cor.table(mmain) 

cor_fmain<-apa.cor.table(fmain) 

view(mat) 

 

#INDEPENDENT SAMPLE T-TEST FOR GROUP WISE ANALYSIS 

t.test(y$fmi_total,c$fmi_total, var.equal = FALSE) 

t.test(m$fmi_total,f$fmi_total, var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$rep_score,c$rep_score, var.equal = FALSE) 

t.test(m$rep_score,f$rep_score, var.equal = FALSE) 

 

t.test(y$int_score,c$int_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$int_score,f$int_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$diseng_score,c$diseng_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$diseng_score,f$diseng_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$CF_score,c$CF_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$CF_score,f$CF_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$UP_score,c$UP_score,var.equal = TRUE) 
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t.test(m$UP_score,f$UP_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$MC_score,c$MC_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$MC_score,f$MC_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$ptq_total,c$ptq_total,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$ptq_total,f$ptq_total,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$r_score,c$r_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$r_score,f$r_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$b_score,c$b_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$b_score,f$b_score,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$rrs_total,c$rrs_total,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$rrs_total,f$rrs_total,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

t.test(y$raq_total,c$raq_total,var.equal = TRUE) 

t.test(m$raq_total,f$raq_total,var.equal = TRUE) 

 

apa() 

 

tab1<-cor_ymain[["table.body"]] 

tab2<-cor_cmain[["table.body"]] 

tab3<-cor_mmain[["table.body"]] 

tab4<-cor_fmain[["table.body"]]  
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10.9. APPENDIX I - CODES FOR EEGrunt 

#FOLLOW DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS FOR EEGrunt FROM GITHUB. 

#ENSURE THAT ANACONDA LATEST VERSION IS INSTALLED 

#COPY EEGrunt.py AND analyze_data.py TO THIS LOCATION - 

/anaconda3/lib/python3.7/site-packages/EEGrunt-master (This location is for MACOS, FIND 

SIMILAR LOCATION IF USING WINDOWS)  

#LAUNCH ANACONDA 3 

#LAUNCH SPYDER  

#OPEN BOTH PACKAGES FROM SPECIFIED DIRECTORY  

#ENSURE THAT THE SAME DIRECTORY IS ACCESSED IN THE TOP ROW OF THE 

WINDOW OR ELSE THE CODE WILL SHOW AN ERROR  

 

#CODE FOR EEGrunt.py WITH CERTAIN VARIABLES ADJUSTED FOR THIS STUDY 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.mlab as mlab 

from scipy import signal 

import sys 

 

class EEGrunt: 

    def __init__(self, path, filename, source, title = ""): 

 

        self.path = path 

        self.filename = filename 

        self.source = source 

        if(title): 

            self.session_title = title 

        else: 
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            self.session_title = source.title()+" data loaded from "+filename 

 

 

        if self.source == 'muse' or self.source == 'muse-lsl': 

            self.fs_Hz = 220.0 

            self.nchannels = 4 

            self.channels = [1,2,3,4] 

            self.col_offset = -1 

 

        else: # If it isn't Muse data, it's OpenBCI data. 

 

            self.col_offset = 0 

            if self.source == 'openbci-ganglion' or self.source == 'openbci-ganglion-openvibe': 

                self.fs_Hz = 200.0 

                self.nchannels = 4 

                self.channels = [1,2,3,4] 

            else: 

                self.fs_Hz = 125.0 

                self.nchannels = 16 

                self.channels = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16] 

 

        self.NFFT = 256 

 

        self.sample_block = 11 

 

        self.plot = 'save' 

 

        self.overlap  = self.NFFT - int(0.25 * self.fs_Hz) 

 

        self.ecg_threshold_factor = 6 
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        self.hrv_window_length = 10 

 

    def load_data(self): 

 

        path = self.path 

        filename = self.filename 

        source = self.source 

 

        print("Loading EEG data: "+path+filename) 

 

        try: 

            with open(path+filename) as file: 

                pass 

        except IOError: 

            print('EEG data file not found.') 

            exit() 

 

        if source == 'muse': 

            skiprows = 0 

            raw_data = [] 

            with open(path + filename, 'rb') as csvfile: 

                for row in csvfile: 

                    cols = row.split(',') 

                    if(cols[1].strip() == "/muse/eeg"): 

                        raw_data.append(cols[2:6]) 

 

            dt = np.dtype('Float64') 

            raw_data = np.array(raw_data, dtype=dt) 

 

        else: 
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            if source == 'openbci' or source == 'openbci-openvibe': 

                skiprows = 6 

                cols = (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16) 

 

            if source == 'openbci-ganglion' or source =='openbci-ganglion-openvibe': 

                skiprows = 6 

                cols = (0,1,2,3,4) 

 

            if source == 'openbci-openvibe' or source == 'openbci-ganglion-openvibe': 

                skiprows = 1 

 

            if source == 'muse-lsl': 

                skiprows = 1 

                cols = (0,1,2,3,4) 

 

            raw_data = np.loadtxt(path + filename, 

                          delimiter=',', 

                          skiprows=skiprows, 

                          usecols=cols 

                          ) 

 

        self.raw_data = raw_data 

 

        self.t_sec = np.arange(len(self.raw_data[:, 0])) /self.fs_Hz 

 

        print("Session length (seconds): "+str(len(self.t_sec)/self.fs_Hz)) 

        print("t_sec last: "+str(self.t_sec[:-1])) 

    def load_channel(self,channel): 

        print("Loading channel: "+str(channel)) 

        channel_data = self.raw_data[:,(channel+self.col_offset)] 
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        self.channel = channel 

        self.data = channel_data 

 

    def trim_data(self, start, end): 

        # Trim data off the beginning and end to get rid of unwanted 

        # artifacts (such as from applying and removing electrodes). 

        # 

        # Arguments 'start' and 'end' are how many seconds to trim 

        # from the start and end of the data. 

        # 

        # Note: this must be applied to a single channel, 

        # not to data that has multiple channels. For best results, run it 

        # after EEG.notch_mains_interference(). 

 

        trim_start_samples = int(start * self.fs_Hz) 

        trim_end_samples = int(end * self.fs_Hz)*-1 

 

        if(trim_end_samples == 0): 

            trim_end_samples = len(self.data) 

 

        self.data = self.data[trim_start_samples:trim_end_samples] 

        self.t_sec = self.t_sec[trim_start_samples:trim_end_samples] 

 

    def packet_check(self): 

        data_indices = self.data[:, 0] 

        d_indices = data_indices[2:]-data_indices[1:-1] 

        n_jump = np.count_nonzero((d_indices != 1) & (d_indices != -255)) 

        print("Packet counter discontinuities: " + str(n_jump)) 

        self.n_jump  = n_jump 

    def remove_dc_offset(self): 
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        hp_cutoff_Hz = 1.0 

 

        print("Highpass filtering at: " + str(hp_cutoff_Hz) + " Hz") 

 

        b, a = signal.butter(2, hp_cutoff_Hz/(self.fs_Hz / 2.0), 'highpass') 

        self.data = signal.lfilter(b, a, self.data, 0) 

 

 

    def notch_mains_interference(self): 

        notch_freq_Hz = np.array([50.0])  # main + harmonic frequencies 

        for freq_Hz in np.nditer(notch_freq_Hz):  # loop over each target freq 

            bp_stop_Hz = freq_Hz + 3.0*np.array([-1, 1])  # set the stop band 

            b, a = signal.butter(3, bp_stop_Hz/(self.fs_Hz / 2.0), 'bandstop') 

            self.data = signal.lfilter(b, a, self.data, 0) 

            print("Notch filter removing: " + str(bp_stop_Hz[0]) + "-" + str(bp_stop_Hz[1]) + " 

Hz") 

 

    def bandpass(self,start,stop): 

        bp_Hz = np.zeros(0) 

        bp_Hz = np.array([start,stop]) 

        b, a = signal.butter(3, bp_Hz/(self.fs_Hz / 2.0),'bandpass') 

        print("Bandpass filtering to: " + str(bp_Hz[0]) + "-" + str(bp_Hz[1]) + " Hz") 

        return signal.lfilter(b, a, self.data, 0) 

 

    # Convenient smoothing function from SciPy cookbook: http://scipy-

cookbook.readthedocs.io/items/SignalSmooth.html 

    def smooth(self,x,window_len=11,window='hanning'): 

        if x.ndim != 1: 

            raise ValueError("Smooth only accepts 1 dimension arrays.") 

        if x.size < window_len: 

            raise ValueError("Input vector needs to be bigger than window size.") 
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        if window_len<3: 

            return x 

        if not window in ['flat', 'hanning', 'hamming', 'bartlett', 'blackman']: 

            raise ValueError("Invalid window type in smooth(). Must be one of 'flat', 'hanning', 

'hamming', 'bartlett', or 'blackman'") 

        s=np.r_[x[window_len-1:0:-1],x,x[-1:-window_len:-1]] 

        if window == 'flat': #moving average 

            w=np.ones(window_len,'d') 

        else: 

            w=eval('np.'+window+'(window_len)') 

        y=np.convolve(w/w.sum(),s,mode='valid') 

        return y 

 

    def plotit(self, plt, filename=""): 

        if self.plot == 'show': 

            plt.draw() 

        if self.plot == 'save': 

            plt.savefig(filename) 

            plt.close() 

 

    def showplots(self): 

        if self.plot == 'show': 

            print("Computation complete! Showing generated plots...") 

            plt.show() 

 

    def signalplot(self): 

        print("Generating signal plot...") 

        plt.figure(figsize=(10,5)) 

        plt.subplot(1,1,1) 

        plt.plot(self.t_sec,self.data) 

        plt.xlabel('Time (sec)') 
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        plt.ylabel('Power (uV)') 

        plt.title(self.plot_title('Signal')) 

        self.plotit(plt) 

 

    def get_spectrum_data(self): 

        print("Calculating spectrum data...") 

        self.spec_PSDperHz, self.spec_freqs, self.spec_t = 

mlab.specgram(np.squeeze(self.data), 

                                       NFFT=self.NFFT, 

                                       window=mlab.window_hanning, 

                                       Fs=self.fs_Hz, 

                                       noverlap=self.overlap 

                                       ) # returns PSD power per Hz 

        # convert the units of the spectral data 

        self.spec_PSDperBin = self.spec_PSDperHz * self.fs_Hz / float(self.NFFT) 

 

    def spectrogram(self): 

        print("Generating spectrogram...") 

        f_lim_Hz = [0, 50]   # frequency limits for plotting 

        plt.figure(figsize=(10,5)) 

        ax = plt.subplot(1,1,1) 

        plt.pcolor(self.spec_t, self.spec_freqs, 10*np.log10(self.spec_PSDperBin))  # dB re: 1 

uV 

        plt.clim([-25,26]) 

        plt.xlim(self.spec_t[0], self.spec_t[-1]+1) 

        plt.ylim(f_lim_Hz) 

        plt.xlabel('Time (sec)') 

        plt.ylabel('Frequency (Hz)') 

        plt.title(self.plot_title('Spectrogram')) 

        # add annotation for FFT Parameters 

        ax.text(0.025, 0.95, 
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            "NFFT = " + str(self.NFFT) + "\nfs = " + str(int(self.fs_Hz)) + " Hz", 

            transform=ax.transAxes, 

            verticalalignment='top', 

            horizontalalignment='left', 

            backgroundcolor='w') 

        self.plotit(plt, self.plot_filename('Spectrogram')) 

 

    def plot_title(self, title = ""): 

        return 'Channel '+str(self.channel)+' '+title+'\n'+self.session_title 

 

    def plot_filename(self,title = ""): 

        fn = self.session_title+' Channel '+str(self.channel)+' '+title 

        valid_chars = '-_.() 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789' 

        filename = 'plots/'+(''.join(c for c in fn if c in valid_chars)).replace(' ','_')+'.png' 

        return filename 

 

 

    def plot_spectrum_avg_fft(self): 

 

        print("Generating power spectrum plot") 

 

        spectrum_PSDperHz = np.mean(self.spec_PSDperHz,1) 

        plt.figure(figsize=(10,5)) 

        plt.plot(self.spec_freqs, 10*np.log10(spectrum_PSDperHz))  # dB re: 1 uV 

        plt.xlim((0,45)) 

        plt.ylim((-5,50)) 

        plotname = 'Channel '+str(self.channel)+' Spectrum Average FFT Plot' 

        plt.xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 

        plt.ylabel('PSD per Hz (dB re: 1uV^2/Hz)') 
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        plt.title(self.plot_title("Power Spectrum")) 

        self.plotit(plt, self.plot_filename("Power Spectrum")) 

 

 

    def plot_band_power(self,start_freq,end_freq,band_name): 

        print("Plotting band power over time. Frequency range: "+str(start_freq)+" - 

"+str(end_freq)) 

        bool_inds = (self.spec_freqs > start_freq) & (self.spec_freqs < end_freq) 

        band_power = np.sqrt(np.amax(self.spec_PSDperBin[bool_inds, :], 0)) 

        plt.figure(figsize=(10,5)) 

        plt.plot(self.spec_t,band_power) 

        plt.ylim([np.amin(band_power), np.amax(band_power)+1]) 

        # plt.xlim(len(x)/config['sample_block']) 

        plt.xlabel('Time (sec)') 

        plt.ylabel('EEG Amplitude (uVrms)') 

        plt.title(self.plot_title('Trend Graph of '+band_name+' EEG Amplitude over Time')) 

        self.plotit(plt, self.plot_filename(band_name+' EEG Amplitude Over Time')) 
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#CODE FOR analyze_data.py WITH CERTAIN VARIABLES ADJUSTED FOR THIS 

STUDY  

import EEGrunt 

 

# Required settings 

# Data source. Options: 

# 'muse' for data from Muse headsets. 

# 'muse-lsl' for data from Muse headsets recorded with Lab Streaming Layer. 

# 'openbci' for OpenBCI Cyton data recorded with the OpenBCI GUI; 

# 'openbci-ganglion' for OpenBCI Ganglion data recorded with the OpenBCI GUI; 

# 'openbci-openvibe' for Cyton data recorded with OpenViBE's csv writer 

# 'openbci-ganglion-openvibe' for Ganglion data recorded with OpenViBE's csv writer 

 

source = 'openbci' 

 

# Path to EEG data file 

path = '/anaconda3/lib/python3.7/site-packages/EEGrunt-master/data/' 

 

# EEG data file name 

filename = 'YR38.txt' 

 

# Session title (used in plots and such) 

session_title = "YR38" 

 

# Initialize 

EEG = EEGrunt.EEGrunt(path, filename, source, session_title) 

 

# Here we can set some additional properties 

# The 'plot' property determines whether plots are displayed or saved. 

# Possible values are 'show' and 'save' 

EEG.plot = 'save' 
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# Load the EEG data 

EEG.load_data() 

 

for channel in EEG.channels: 

 

    EEG.load_channel(channel) 

 

    print("Processing channel "+ str(EEG.channel)) 

 

    # Removes OpenBCI DC offset 

    EEG.remove_dc_offset() 

 

    # Notches 60hz noise (if you're in Europe, switch to 50Hz) 

    EEG.notch_mains_interference() 

 

    # Make signal plot 

    EEG.signalplot() 

 

    # Crunches spectrum data and stores as EEGrunt attribute(s) for reuse 

    EEG.get_spectrum_data() 

 

    # Returns bandpassed data 

    # (uses scipy.signal butterworth filter) 

    start_Hz = 3 

    stop_Hz = 42 

    EEG.data = EEG.bandpass(start_Hz,stop_Hz) 

 

    # Make Spectrogram 

    #EEG.spectrogram() 
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    # Line graph of amplitude over time for a given frequency range. 

    # Arguments are start frequency, end frequency, and label 

    #EEG.plot_band_power(4,8,"Theta") 

    #EEG.plot_band_power(8,13,"Alpha") 

    #EEG.plot_band_power(13,32,"Beta") 

    #EEG.plot_band_power(32,42,"Gamma") 

 

    # Power spectrum 

    EEG.plot_spectrum_avg_fft() 

 

    # Plot coherence fft (not tested recently...) 

    # s1 = bandpass(seginfo["data"][:,1-1], config['band']) 

    # s2 = bandpass(seginfo["data"][:,8-1], config['band']) 

    # plot_coherence_fft(s1,s2,"1","8") 

 

# When all's said and done, show the plots 

EEG.showplots() 
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10.10. APPENDIX J - IMAGES 
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